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Purpose
The purpose of the disaster escape room is to teach ﬁve aspects of emergency preparedness:
1. Practice drop, cover, and hold on (for earthquake safety)
2. Identify useful items for a disaster supply kit
3. Identify safe water storage
4. Decide on an outside-the-home and neighborhood meeting place
5. Create a hard copy list of important contacts
The disaster escape room is an engaging team-building experience where people can
experience light pressure in a controlled disaster environment. The disaster escape room was
created for the Disaster Discovery Center (DDC), a nonproﬁt organization dedicated to teaching
emergency preparedness.

Product Description
The escape room is portable and easy to set up. Simple directions are included so volunteers can
learn how to run and use the escape room. The escape room is designed to be a short but
powerful experience with a 3-minute optional beginning activity, a 20-minute timer to ﬁnish the
escape room, followed by a 3-minute debrief. The debrief gives participants an opportunity to
express what they learned, engage in a short discussion about disaster preparedness, take a
picture with signs and props, and leave with a pamphlet or handout along with their personalized
family communication plan card. The escape room can adapt to a variety of locations and is
available for use at various conferences, expos, fundraisers, or other events.
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Background and Justiﬁcation
The mission of the DDC is stated as, “Connecting people of all ages with empowering
experiences that inspire disaster preparation through: entertainment, discovery, hands-on
learning, and quality resources” (Disaster Discovery Center, 2018). The DDC hopes to reach
people of all ages, gender, ethnicity, and backgrounds. The DDC also desires to increase
motivation, interest, and knowledge in the general public’s disaster preparedness.
The ﬁve aspects of emergency preparedness chosen to be included in the escape room
are identiﬁed by the DDC through the “Fact or Myth? Understanding Disaster” survey given by
the DDC at expos and community events and supported by leading experts (see Domain
Knowledge in the appendix).

Design Process
The following section outlines the timeline for how the escape room was designed, constructed,
and how it evolved throughout the design process. The escape room was created in reference to
current local emergency preparedness needs, other educational escape rooms, and instructional
strategies found in Self-Determination Theory. Many prototypes took place to reﬁne the props,
narrative, puzzle sequence, objectives, and overall experience. For additional details, images,
pictures, and/or videos for each section below, see Design Representations/Prototypes in the
appendix.

Design Phases
Experience Journey - April 12-13, 2018
During the Experience Design Quest Conference hosted by BYU’s Experience Design
Management program, an experience journey was created. This step included thinking about
what a participant would experience before, during, and after the escape room experience. The
experience journey for the escape room was ﬁrst created using a poster and sticky notes,
followed by a more detailed digital version created after the conference. An initial puzzle
sequence and design was created during this phase that explored possibilities without
constraints.
On-Paper Design - May-June, 2018
The escape room design was then designed on paper: the room layout, the puzzle sequence, the
types of props, and locks needed. The original on-paper design was for heavy duty props,
including an actual table with drawers, a ﬁling cabinet, and a bookcase, all within an actual room.
The idea at this point was to create a one-time use escape room to be used as a fundraiser for
the DDC. Later, additional designs on paper were made for the portable escape room. The
design from the experience journey was referenced for ideas, objectives, and layout, but it was
changed substantially with budget constraints and available resources.
March 29, 2019
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Research - July-October, 2018
Academic articles on how escape rooms are used in education, how emergency preparedness
was suggested to be taught, and learning theories connected to motivation and engagement
were reviewed and assessed. Various design approaches were also researched, and this escape
room was based on the escapED framework (Clark, Peel, Arnab, Morini, Keegan, Wood, 2017).
The idea for a portable escape room was discovered through Monaghan and Nicholson (2017).
Physical Creation - August, 2018
After creating the escape room on paper, various sized containers and bags were purchased.
Various locks and disaster kit items and other physical pieces were also purchased, and these
items were used to develop an initial physical creation of the portable escape room.
Prototype 1 - Initial Tester - September 5, 2018
Prototype 1 was set up and tested by one initial tester. The escape room was still missing several
major pieces that were simply explained to the tester. The person was told what would be in
certain containers and what would have been the clue or puzzle to the next step. The tester
enjoyed the escape room and was helpful in ﬁnding steps that needed to be changed. The most
major roadblock for this test was that the tester did not understand how to reset a directional
lock. A picture with directions on how to use the lock was created for future versions.
Prototype 2 - Narrative/Puzzle Sequence Exploration - September 6, 2018
The escape room was set up during a DDC board meeting. The idea, objectives, narrative, and
puzzle sequence were explained as they had been created thus far. This version was a complete
escape room minus a few missing props. While words in the narrative (and other aspects of the
escape room) changed in various ways to implement non-controlling and motivational language
(Reeve, Jang, Hardre, and Omura, 2002) and to accommodate changes in the escape room
sequence, the main narrative idea stayed intact at this point.
Prototype 3 - First Completed Version - September 13, 2018
A completed version of the escape room was set up and tested by ﬁve participants. The major
takeaways were to put the two keys used at the beginning on diﬀerent lanyards to make it
obvious there were two keys and not just one, emphasize to not add bleach to the water, and
maybe have participants do the family communication plan card before they entered the escape
room. Participants wanted to hurry past ﬁlling out the family communication plan cards during the
escape room because they felt rushed, even though they had time to complete the task. It
seemed like people would ﬁll out more information and have a more meaningful conversation
about that aspect of preparedness if they could do it beforehand while they were waiting to go in
and not during the rush and excitement of the game.
Prototype 4 - First Event - September 24, 2018
The portable escape room was set up at the Utah Valley University Shelter Live Tour and
Preparedness Fair. Events such as these are what the escape room was designed for. With a
corner booth space, the escape room was set up behind a curtain, enclosed by tables. The
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escape room area was not dark, and there was not space for a seperate debrief area. Survey
responses to the escape room experience indicated a high enjoyment of the experience. Main
takeaways from this prototype were to create a sheet to collect informal data about how many
groups went through, group size, male, female, completion time, and type of group for a learner
analysis. It worked really well to have groups ﬁll out the family communication plan cards before
the escape room. Because we did not have a set space for the debrief, most people felt done
after they ﬁnished the escape room and did not participate in a meaningful debrief. We learned it
would probably make the debrief more eﬀective if we could have a set space for it and still have
that area enclosed. Also, we had a few groups do the escape room with other random people.
Those who participated in a random group indicated they would have liked to do the escape
room with just their own group. It was also suggested by participants to have a sign to show the
fastest escape time.
Prototype 5 - Main Event - September 28-29, 2018
This prototype was implemented at the main annual event that the escape room was created for,
the Utah Prepare Conference at the Mountain America Expo Center in Sandy, Utah. We were able
to make a darker enclosed section for the escape room and a sectioned oﬀ space for the debrief.
Both spaces worked well. No major changes were noted, but several minor changes came up,
like changing the word “clue” to “hint” on the instructions that were read before entering the
escape room. A few people thought they needed to contact the neighbor for a clue, but really
that resource was there in case they needed hints. Also, a few groups assumed they had
completed the escape room a step early because they had seen the ﬂag in the debrief room, and
at a certain clue they thought they were supposed to go there when in actuality they still had one
clue left. This last clue was just a summary of the escape room experience, and we did not
mention to people that they had skipped a step and just continued with the experience. While not
too many people missed this last step, we moved the last clue to a more prominent box,
numbered each clue (for example, “Clue 3 of 6”), and indicated on the ﬁfth clue that there was
one clue left. Overall, we received high marks on how well participants enjoyed the escape room
and were asked if we would be willing to attend another expo in Herriman, Utah.
Prototype 6 - Church Building Location Test - October 10, 2018
This prototype was done with the young women from my ward as a mutual activity. We were able
to have the escape room in an actual room and have the lights oﬀ. The young women loved
having the lights oﬀ and felt that the two ﬂashlights and one lantern still made it so they could see
and function easily during the experience. The water pamphlet was lost in the room in the dark,
so an additional pamphlet was created that is taped to the inside of the water storage box lid to
be an additional reference if needed.
Prototype 7 - Initial Instruction Manual Test - November 3, 2018
As mentioned in Prototype 5, we were asked to attend a safety expo for Herriman City. This
prototype was mainly used as a way to prototype the directions so someone other than myself
could run the escape room. The directions were given to a volunteer a week in advance. The
volunteer felt overwhelmed by all the information and did not feel they knew where to start. The
March 29, 2019
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instruction manual prototype was a small poster wherein all the directions could be seen at a
glance; however, the volunteer felt they did not have a clear starting point and did not want to
spend more time to try and ﬁgure it out. The at-a-glance poster idea was changed to a more
traditional instruction manual. While much of the information stayed the same, a step-by-step
guide was put in a more clear format.
Prototype 8 - Showcase - Dec. 6, 2018, ran escape rooms March 22, 2019
This prototype was done for a ward committee put together to create a ward activity on
emergency preparedness. It was done in a neighbor’s home to see if we wanted to duplicate the
escape room to be able to have the whole ward do it within a speciﬁed time. The ward decided
to duplicate the escape room four times for a ward activity. The ward activity had increased
attendance from last year.
Prototype 9 - Self-Determination Survey/Final Changes Test - January 18, 2019
The escape room was redesigned to ﬁt in one box. This included purchasing additional boxes of
varying sizes and making slight changes to the narrative. The amount of water storage used was
cut down and the accompanying documents and handouts were able to ﬁt in the main box as
well. A survey was created that evaluated how autonomy, competence, and relatedness were
experienced during the escape room, in reference to Self-Determination Theory.
Prototype 10 - Final Prototype/Run by Volunteers Using Instruction Manual - January 26, 2019
A volunteer ran the escape room using the new manual and was evaluated by a member of the
DDC board on how well the manual helped them create a successful experience. The evaluation
went well and the volunteer felt like they were able to conﬁdently run the escape room. The
Instruction Manual (uploaded as a separate document) and evaluation form/results can be found
in the appendix.

Designing for Learning, Motivation, and Engagement
The escape room was designed using Self-Determination Theory (SDT). SDT is based on the
notion that we as humans have a basic need for competence, autonomy, and relatedness, are
naturally curious, explore our physical surroundings, and often internalize surrounding social
practices (Ryan & Deci, 2016). Meeting our basic human needs for competence, autonomy, and
relatedness has been shown to increase intrinsic motivation. SDT studies show that students who
are intrinsically motivated outperform those who are extrinsically motivated.
As these needs are met, increased intrinsic motivation for emergency preparedness can
transfer to a more engaged and informed participant. It may also be important to note that SDT
applies to all social situations (Ryan & Deci, 2000), so while many of the research articles
referenced focus on classroom settings, the same principles are believed to apply to the escape
room.
The following sections outline how choice, an autonomy supportive rationale, facilitating
internalization, and providing autonomy support and structure are used in the design. For
additional details, see Design Speciﬁcations in the appendix.
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Choice Within the Escape Room
Patall, Cooper, and Robinson performed a meta-analysis of 41 studies on choice and found that
“providing choice enhanced intrinsic motivation, eﬀort, task performance, and perceived
competence” (2008). Choice is highly necessary to promote self-determination, as
“self-determination is the process of utilizing one’s will” (2008). However, too many choices can
result in “ego-depletion,” which is where a person has engaged in too many choices and is worn
out (2008). The Disaster Escape Room seeks to provide choice, but limits the experience to 20
minutes to help participants not experiment with every choice and option, but seek to choose the
most relevant paths to complete the escape room, thereby avoiding ego-depletion.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Examples of Choice
Participants choose to complete their family communication plan card before, during, or
after the escape room. They also choose how much and which information to ﬁll out.
Participants choose to try to complete the escape room faster than the posted fastest
completion time from that event or to use the full 20 minutes to explore.
Participants choose who controls the ﬂashlights and how many of the ﬂashlights are used.
Participants choose to read the initial directions out loud or individually. They are also
given an opportunity for any questions to be answered.
During the escape room, participants choose how they work together to solve the
puzzles.
Participants choose how much to involve the “friendly neighbor” who is available for hints
or to even come into the escape room to help with whatever is needed.
Participants choose what to discuss as a group about what they learned from the escape
room.
Participants can choose to have their picture taken at the end of the experience.
Participants choose from a variety of pamphlets and handouts to take home.

Autonomy-Supportive Rationale
Reeve, Jang, Hardre, and Omura show that having a rationale helps people feel a task is more
worthwhile, and therefore, perceived self-determination and engagement increase (2002). The
rationale needs to avoid controlling language and acknowledge potential negative feelings. An
autonomy-supportive rationale was provided in the initial directions to participants before they
entered the escape room.
The rationale given was:
● While disaster preparedness may not always be on your mind, we hope you try
hard during this practice scenario to remember the safety measures you will
review. Solving puzzles can be diﬃcult sometimes, but do your best and one day
you may be your own hero!
Facilitating Internalization
Facilitating Internalization is done through using the two ideas shown above: choice and
providing an autonomy-supportive rationale. This internalization then helps people integrate the
learned actions into their everyday lives (Deci, Eghrari, Patrick, and Leone, 1994).
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Autonomy Support and Structure
The goal of the DDC was to implement an activity that used Jang, Reeve, and Deci’s idea of
moderate structure (2010). Moderate structure is where there is structure, but not controlling
structure, there is room to explore and experiment. As explained by Jang, Reeve, and Deci, “It is
only with moderate structure--some supervision but not totalitarian supervision--that students
learn both prerequisite skills and the experience of personal causation that promotes
engagement” (2010). The goal of the escape room was to provide both autonomy support and
structure in a way to create moderate structure for the optimal engaging experience.
Based on the ﬁgures (available in the appendix) provided by Jang, Reeve, and Deci
(2010), the following table was constructed to show how autonomy support and structure was
implemented in the escape room.
Table 1 - Autonomy Support and Structure
Rating Scale
Topic

Rating Scale
Explanation

How it was used in DDC project/Escape Room

Nurtures Inner
Motivational
Resources

Interest,
Enjoyment,
Sense of
Challenge,
Creates
Opportunities
for Initiative

The idea to use an educational escape room stems from
the desire to use inner motivational resources. Escape
rooms tend to be interesting, enjoyable, provide a sense
of challenge, and create opportunities for participants to
take initiative and practice working as a team. The escape
room was designed to be an exciting and enjoyable
experience. General surveys were given during three
prototype phases to make sure participants enjoyed doing
the escape room, felt engaged, and were motivated to do
well.

Informational
Language

Informational,
Flexible,
Provides
Choices,
Options,
Identiﬁes
Value,
Meaning,
Use, Beneﬁt,
Importance
of Requests

The directions for the escape room are informational,
provide participants ﬂexibility to interact with the room
how they choose, and have choices available for them to
decide how they work together to ﬁnish the escape room.
There are many options available for participants to
experiment with as they work to solve the puzzles. The
narrative to the escape room provides personal value and
meaning to the experience as participants see the
personal beneﬁt and importance of trying hard and
learning from the escape room. The information is shown
to be valuable to sustaining life and information is given on
how to use the knowledge in their personal life. There is
no controlling language that pressures participants to
participate in a particular way. Information is given that can
be adapted and used according to personal need.
Information is not presented using “should”, “must”, “have
to”, or “got to”.

Acknowledges &

Listens

The initial directions provide an autonomy-supportive
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Accepts Students’
Negative Aﬀect

Carefully,
Openly,
Understandin
gly, Accepts
Negative
Aﬀect,
Complaints
are OK

rationale that acknowledges possible negative feelings.
Volunteers are instructed to be a “friendly neighbor”
accessible through a walkie-talkie while participants are in
the escape room. The “friendly neighbor” listens carefully
and helps as needed. The “friendly neighbor” can relate
that the escape room can be diﬃcult and listens to any
comments, suggestions, or complaints that participants
may have.

Clear,
Understandable,
Explicit, Detailed
Directions

“What to do”
is Clear, Well
Organized,
Frames
Upcoming
Lesson Well

The directions were tested and adapted through nine
diﬀerent prototypes to make sure they were clear, well
organized, and participants felt they knew what to do. The
timer is also not started until participants have read the
directions and have an opportunity to ask any questions
before they begin. Waiting to start the timer ensures
participants read the directions carefully and feel
comfortable with how to participate in the escape room.

Strong Guidance

Much
Guidance,
Leadership,
Clear Action
Plan, Clear
Goal, Many
Control-Estab
lishing Hints

Participants are able to receive as much help as they need
to complete the escape room. There is a clear goal of
escaping from the escape room, and hints are provided as
needed. Clues are designed to give clear next step
directives and have changed and adapted through the
prototypes to become as clear as possible without giving
away solutions to the puzzles. Clues have been marked as
“Clue 1 of 6” and so on so that participants can receive
guidance on their advancement through the puzzles and
be aware of how much further they have to go.

Feedback:
Skill-Building
Instructive

Constructive,
Informative,
CompetenceRelevant
Information

The escape room is designed to give natural feedback,
meaning, that participants are able to know if they solved
a puzzle correctly without an instructor telling them they
have done so. This is because the next step is revealed to
them as they solve the sequential puzzles and a new clue
is literally opened up from a locked box/bag. Participants
are able to perceive their own competence as they receive
relevant information from the experience that lets them
know they are able to move to the next step.

Designing Based on Other Escape Rooms
Escape rooms have proven successful in the classroom as tools of engagement, review,
integration, and real-world application. Recent examples include a computer engineering
program that implemented an escape room to integrate two separate skills taught in two diﬀerent
classes to help show how those skills worked together (Borrego, Fernandez, Blanes, and Robles,
2017). A medical residency program also designed an escape room (Nelson, Calandrella, &
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Schmalbach, 2017). They found the simulation-based activity provided team building and
learning, and they plan to use this method to help residents reach certain milestones.
Another escape room used mainly for young adults was the development of an escape
box, an escape room variation, in a college classroom wherein students were learning
pathophysiology and diagnosis (Monaghan & Nicholson, 2017). They found that using the escape
game in the classroom provided an opportunity to use team-based learning; it simulated a
real-life event and felt very applicable to what the students imagined themselves doing as a
career.
Other escape rooms have been created for the k-12 classrooms. Bassford, Crisp, Sullivan,
Bacon, and Fowler (2016) emphasize that escape rooms oﬀer hands-on, team-based investigative
problem-solving scenarios that seem to naturally lend themselves to educational use.
Not many escape rooms have been created with disaster preparedness in mind.
However, there was one put on by California State University Northridge. They organized an
earthquake themed puzzle room (Novak, 2016). The escape room was outside under a canopy at
a school fair. It taught the history of a major quake in Northridge as well as safety preparedness
strategies students could use in their homes. This escape room included an information session
after the game to debrief and go over disaster preparedness in general.
Other ideas that were impactful on how my Disaster Escape Room was designed were
the brieﬁng of participants before they enter the room (O’Reilly, 2016) and the debrieﬁng or
reﬂecting after the activity (Rouse, 2017). Also, including a type of story or narrative (which is
similar, but an addition to theme from the escapED framework) is suggested (Nicholson, 2018;
Gunter, Kenny, & Vick, 2007). Another suggested strategy was to continue to “ask why” during
the development of the escape room to have the narrative and puzzles be more cohesive and to
create a more immersive and therefore more impactful experience (Nicholson, 2016). Lastly, one
of the most impactful ideas was to have the escape room be portable (O’Reilly, 2016; Monaghan,
& Nicholson, 2017).
Many other escape rooms provided ideas that were implemented in the Disaster Escape
Room created for the DDC. See Consulting Products/Precedent in the appendix for a complete
list with the references, audience, purpose, design process, why escape room, and ideas used in
the escape room from libraries, classrooms, and businesses.

Designing Based on the EscapED Framework
The design of the escape room followed the escapED framework; however, additional inspiration
was taken from the sources mentioned above. EscapED is “a framework for creating educational
escape rooms and interactive games for higher/further education” (Clarke, et al., 2017). The
escapED framework is divided into six main areas that provide a “methodology for creating
educational escape rooms and interactive game solutions for learning and behavior change”
(Clarke, et al., 2017). The six areas are: participants, objectives, theme, puzzles, equipment, and
evaluation. Each of these sections have subheadings to guide educational escape room creation.
For a complete breakdown of the areas and how they were implemented in the design, see the
EscapED Framework in the appendix.
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Product Implementation
An instruction manual was created so the disaster escape room could be implemented by
members of the DDC board or other volunteers at various events. The disaster escape room is a
donation to the DDC and will be implemented by people other than myself at future events. The
manual is provided in an online Google doc, hard copy, and USB backup.
The instruction manual leads volunteers through scheduling, transport, setup, volunteer
responsibilities for before, during, and after groups participate in the escape room, and how to
pack up the escape room.
The instruction manual was tested in Prototype 10 and evaluated to improve and ensure
volunteers’ success in implementing the escape room without my personal assistance.
A copy of the Instruction Manual can be seen in the appendix.

Evaluation
General survey
A general formative survey was given during Prototype 3, 4, and 5. This survey had participants
rate how much they enjoyed their overall escape room experience on a scale from 1 to 10. It had
them then mark which of the ﬁve objectives they felt they learned, describe what they liked from
the experience, and also describe what they thought could be improved. Overall, we had 76
responses to the general survey. The responses were used to make adjustments to the escape
room experience.
Self-Determination Theory survey
The Self-Determination Theory survey was self-created, not based on a pre-existing source, but
based on how the escape room was designed to support autonomy, competence, and
relatedness. The survey was given during Prototype 9. This survey was designed to test how well
aspects of the escape room gave rise to autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Participants
were asked how they felt about certain aspects of the escape room experience (such as if they
felt they were working toward a meaningful goal) and how much they agreed with the statement.
Participants were able to mark strongly disagree, disagree, somewhat disagree, neither agree or
disagree, somewhat agree, agree, or strongly agree. The survey showed that participants on
average agreed with all the statements, indicating that their autonomy, competence, and
relatedness were supported during the escape room experience.
Volunteer setup evaluation
The volunteer setup evaluation was administered during Prototype 10. The escape room was run
by a volunteer using the manual and was evaluated on how well the escape room experience
went and how conﬁdent the volunteer felt running the escape room. The evaluation took place in
three parts: before, during, and after the escape room event. Setup of the escape room, running
the escape room, and the ability to pack up the escape room were the general aspects
March 29, 2019
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evaluated. The volunteer was successful in running the escape room and the instruction manual
was deemed able to successfully help other volunteers in the future with a few minor
adjustments.

Criteria
The main stakeholders are the Disaster Discovery Center board members. They cared most
about the volunteer setup evaluation, as the DDC board will need to be able to run the escape
room without me in future events. We held a prototype event where I was not present and
volunteers used the manual to see if they could run the escape room for participants. The
volunteer setup was a success, and only minor improvements were made to the manual based
on the evaluation.

Procedures
Two formative survey evaluations were used to evaluate the escape room, and one formative
evaluation was used to determine how well volunteers were able to run the escape room using
the instruction manual. The ﬁrst formative survey was used to gauge what participants were
learning and how much they enjoyed the escape room. That survey also had space for
participants to write what improvements they thought would make the escape room better. The
second formative survey was administered to see how well the escape room implemented
aspects of Self-Determination Theory. The last evaluation was done to see how well a volunteer
was able to run the escape room. While I administered the ﬁrst two surveys, a member of the
DDC board volunteered to run the escape room and another member of the DDC board
performed the volunteer setup evaluation.

Evidence
General Survey main event results
The general survey had 76 responses. The main question was rating the escape room
experience from 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest. 96% of the time the
escape room received an 8 or higher. See General Survey Results in the appendix for detail on
individual events and other data from the general survey.
SDT Survey data average
0 being zero use of Self-Determination Theory and 6 being the highest possible use of
Self-Determination Theory through experiences that promote autonomy, competence, and
relatedness, the escape room scored a 5.28. See Self-Determination Theory Results in the
appendix for a detailed view of the SDT survey and results.
Volunteer setup evaluation
The volunteer setup was successful. The volunteer was able to set up, run the escape room,
debrief, and pack up the escape room using the instruction manual. See Volunteer setup
evaluation results in the appendix for a detailed outcome of the volunteer setup evaluation.
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Outcomes
The Disaster Escape Room is a successful portable product that can be run by volunteers at
expos and other events the DDC participates in. The escape room successfully uses intrinsic
motivational theory and educational design processes. Participants enjoy their escape room
experience and leave further prepared for disasters. The escape room ﬁts in one box, can ﬁt in
economy cars, and be set up within 30 minutes. The escape room works in a variety of settings
and has always been popular and fully booked at events.

Reﬂection and Critique
What I value most about what I learned during the design process was the understanding of what
things to gather to begin thinking about how to create an eﬀective product, including what
supporting documents and evidence help create an eﬀective design. Other important takeaways
include the process of doing a learners analysis and environmental analysis, talking to
stakeholders, creating ideas in my mind as well as on paper, thinking about the participants’
journey, creating the physical product to prototype quickly, and going through iterations and
testing ideas to see what would work best. I enjoyed hearing people’s excitement as they
experienced the escape room and giving families an opportunity to learn together. I learned
about how theory can inﬂuence design and provide a type of foreknowledge as to if things are
likely to work. It can be tedious to change one thing and then have to redo a lot of other things to
accommodate that change, so testing early and often helped me spot design diﬃcultes before
any major changes had to take place. I learned I do better with hard copies of things to read and
look at. There are many supporting things that lead up to a good experience, for that one time
someone goes through. Especially in this type of experience, once someone has gone through
the escape room, they are not likely to go through it again. Additionally, creating an instruction
manual so someone other than myself could run the escape room provided insight into how to
keep the escape room simple.
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Appendix
Guide to the Appendix
Product Walkthrough - A YouTube video of the Disaster Escape Room.
Learner Analysis - An analysis of the escape room participants and how their
learning characteristics impacted the design.
Environmental Analysis - The annual location and facility where the escape
room will be used.
Consulting Products/Precedent - A description of several escape rooms used in k-12
grades and in higher education. Three tables that describe how escape rooms are used in
libraries, classrooms, and businesses.
Content/Task Analysis - The content of the ﬁve emergency preparedness
objectives to be learned during the escape room experience.
Annotated Bibliography - The literature that describes how to teach emergency
preparedness, the learning theory, instructional strategy, and design method that were
used to create the escape room.
Budget and Timeline - The costs of creating and implementing the escape room. The
timeline completion goals organized in Kanban format.
Design Speciﬁcations - What was used to design the escape room, including
Self-Determination Theory and the escapED framework.
Design Representations/Prototypes - Conceptual framework of the design and physical
representations and pictures as the design evolved. Data, pictures and video, and
suggested changes from prototypes.
Implementation instruments - Instructions for volunteers to be able to implement the
escape room.
Evaluation instruments - The criteria that was used to evaluate success of the escape
room: participant enjoyment and learning during escape room, how well
Self-Determination Theory was implemented, and volunteer ability to implement escape
room.
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Product Walkthrough
View the ﬁve learning objectives and see parts of the escape room in action. Various locations
and setups are shown along with reviews from participants.
https://youtu.be/ZcNTXgzjKUk

Learner Analysis
The main learners will be those in attendance at expos or other events the DDC participates in.
These learners will likely participate in small groups or family units. There might be groups as
small as two, and groups who would like to participate together as large as 10 or more. The space
may have to accommodate large groups, or be designed so bigger groups could be split up and
go one after the other. As the escape room will likely be set up next to other DDC exhibits, there
will be other hands-on activities for the groups to participate in while they wait.
Members of the DDC board who have attended the expos in the past feel like the
learners are afraid to ask questions. Many of the booths at expos are attempting to sell products
so people often feel hesitant to approach booths. As our booth is associated with a non-proﬁt
organization and only there for education (no selling of products) we have to help people
understand that we are not going to try to sell them anything. The DDC board feels the learners
are not always very engaged and had to often work to get people to engage with their exhibits.
We want to advertise to attract more families which would change our learners. Most of the
attendees now are categorized as older people or older husband and wife couples. There are
sometimes young families, but that does not seem to be the population generally drawn to these
expos in the past. The DDC board anticipates most of the groups to enter the escape room to be
a small group, usually two participants. The Board feels that we will need a big sign to attract
people to our venue, but that the escape room will likely be the “coolest” event there.
To get a better grasp on our learners, we collected data from the major prototype at the
Utah Prepare Conference & Expo at the Mountain America Expo Center in Sandy, Utah. We did
not ask participants for their gender or age, but kept track of our perceptions of amount of
people per group, the amount of males and females, the amount of senior citizens, adults, young
adults, teenagers, and kids. We also recorded their completion times. The following results from
those who participated in our disaster escape room on Friday and Saturday Sept. 28-29 are
displayed in the tables and graphs below.
Friday Participants

28

Saturday Participants

49

Total Participants

77
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The total amount of participants from both Friday Sept. 28 2-9pm and Saturday Sept. 29
8-6pm was 77. Our escape room physical pieces were able to withstand most of normal wear and
tear. We did have one buckle from one of the boxes break (it was a very cheap box and is still
usable). I have since purchased diﬀerent boxes that are more stable.
Group size

Number of groups that size

1

2

2

8

3

7

4

4

5

3

6

0

7

1

The most common group size was 2 or 3 people. The escape room is designed using a
linear puzzle model, meaning one puzzle must be completed to ﬁnd and start on the next puzzle.
This escape room pattern lends itself better to smaller groups. Also, because we don’t have a lot
of space or multiple rooms, a small group works best.
Male

35

Female

42

There were 7 more females than males who participated. There did seem to be more
mothers take their children through the escape room than fathers which may have accounted for
the diﬀerence. However, the escape room seemed to attract almost equal groups of males and
females.
Perceived age category

Number of participants

Senior Citizens

8

Adults

20

Young Adults

4

Teenagers

17
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Kids

28

Kids were the most common participants followed by adults. Most groups of kids had at
least one adult participate with them. We also had several groups of teenagers. Almost all
teenager groups were volunteers from Job Core and nearby high school’s JROTC programs.
These teenagers were invited to volunteer at the expo and did not come of their own accord to
participate. These teenagers expressed enthusiasm for the escape room, but there were not
many teenagers who participated in the expo who were not there as volunteers.

Finishing Time

Number of groups who ﬁnished within that
time

Less than 10 minutes

3

10-15 minutes

9

15-20 minutes

9

Over 20 minutes

4

Most groups ﬁnished within 20 minutes. The 4 groups who did not ﬁnish were two older
adults who were not familiar with escape rooms, a mom and two very young boys who did not
actually participate, an elderly lady who tried to do it by herself and needed help for almost every
clue, and another group of a mom with two young kids who mostly just ran around. It seems 20
minutes is enough time to push groups to ﬁnish. No one was deterred hearing that the escape
room could take 20 minutes. The only reason some people turned away was because we were
already booked during the time they planned to stay at the expo. Many groups would check in on
the half hour and see if someone didn’t show up for their slot. There were only 2 times that
someone didn’t show up and the spot got immediately ﬁlled by someone else.

Environmental Analysis
The game will likely take place at an expo or other community event. We likely will not be able to
create any permanent pieces of the game. All the artifacts will need to be removable and
easily/quickly set up. Because of this, we will likely want our game to be portable and not have
any large objects or furniture. Most booths at these types of events are 10x10 feet. The escape
room will likely be set up for one to three days. We will have access to a canopy for the main area
and it will be surrounded by pipe and drape about 8 feet high during the annual Utah Prepare
Expo. There will be a debrieﬁng area that is also enclosed. An enclosed debrieﬁng area provides
a space where participants can share what they learned and ﬁll out a survey if desired.
Participants seemed more likely to stay for debrieﬁng and survey collection when the area was
enclosed versus other prototypes where there was no enclosed debrieﬁng area.
The ﬁrst picture below is a brainstorm outline of the space. The next is an outline of the
entire DDC explore space. For The Be Ready Utah Expo the escape room could use up to 20x40
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space. We will likely want to limit it for the initial prototype to a 10x10 space for the game, another
10x10 space for the debrief and survey area, 5 feet space from the exit, and 5 foot space at the
front. This totals a 10x30 space. The image below shows an initial idea brainstormed at a DDC
board meeting about the potential environment.

This image below is taken at that same DDC board meeting where we planned where
each exhibit would be during the Sandy expo. We decided the escape room would be in one of
the far corners as it would have a high banner and would draw people through the exhibits.

The main event this escape room will likely take place at annually is at the Utah Prepare
Expo as shown in the next three images.
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For our ﬁnal product, we will just create the escape room contents. Depending on the
expo or event, a canopy and pipe and drape may be available. Other events may have a
seperate room available. We have also prototyped the event where it is not closed oﬀ or covered
and that type of space works ﬁne as well. The escape room comes across as more realistic when
the space is dark and enclosed, but it is not necessary.

Consulting Products/Precedent
There are several places around Utah and many around the nation and world that do escape
games. They vary in theme, time frame, diﬃculty, etc. When advertised, most people would likely
know what we meant if it was called an escape room. There have been many universities that
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have created escape rooms on campus for library events and learning. I have also found one
escape room that has been used to teach earthquake safety and preparedness. According to a
survey conducted by Scott Nicholson from 175 diﬀerent escape rooms around the world, escape
rooms appeal to a variety of group types and both males and females (2016). The two pie charts
below show his results.

Figure 1. A pie chart about escape room demographics from Nicholson (2016, p. 3-4).
Escape rooms are live action games where teams work together to solve puzzles. Typical
escape rooms have players locked in a room where they search for clues, solve mysteries, and
accomplish tasks to reach a ﬁnal goal, which is to usually escape the room in a limited amount of
time (Nicholson, 2016). Originating as video games in 2004, the ﬁrst live escape rooms were
founded in 2007 in Japan (Lock Academy, 2018). Escape rooms are a growing phenomenon
around the world and are now found on every major continent (Nicholson, 2016).
Escape rooms come in a variety of types, themes, diﬃculties, time constraints, and
technology use. While some rooms follow a narrative and players feel as if they are characters in
storyline, other rooms are strictly puzzle based and the challenges do not further any sort of
story. Other rooms are theme-based, so while there is no particular story, participants feel they
are in a particular time zone or culture.
Some Escape rooms follow a sequential puzzle pattern, where one puzzle must be solved
before being able to move on or complete the next puzzle. Other rooms contain multiple puzzles
that can be done at once. Others follow a choose your own adventure pattern with multiple ways
to advance to the end escape. Escape rooms also range in diﬃculty and whether hints are
allowed. Some escape rooms are prized for their diﬃculty, while others are more to have a good
time and allow for as many hints as needed to escape the room. Below is an image created by
Nicholson that describes the various puzzle patterns.
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Figure 2. Escape room puzzle sequence variations described by Nicholson (2016, p. 9-10).
The open and collaborative space that escape rooms provide make them an opportune
place for business icebreakers and group activities (Bjerken, 2017; Kelly, 2018; Kessler & Sanchez,
2017; Miller, 2015). Researchers, teachers, and librarians have now also taken the escape room
concept and used it as a novel simulation to enhance student learning.
Escape rooms have become a growing trend in educational settings as well. Escape
rooms have been used by libraries to introduce students to library resources (O’Reilly, 2016; Pun,
2017; Phelan, 2017; Ung & Salisbury, 2016). These escape rooms are usually low cost and
scalable to a large student body. Some library escape rooms also incorporate the whole library,
meaning, students may not stay in one room for the escape room, but may venture and explore
other areas of the library to complete the puzzle. The articles cited above all report positive
feedback from student participants and advice on how to run an escape room in a library setting.
Four tips given by O’Reilly (2016) are to, 1) Consult with a commercial escape room. 2) Brief your
participants before they enter the room. 3) Map out your clues. 4) Consider making your program
portable. They set up their escape room to be done in 15 minutes and had easy, medium, and
hard options. Other librarians created apps to guide students through the escape room (Ung &
Salisbury, 2016). Others used webpages to organize the event (Pun, 2017). Below is an example
of an escape room developed for higher education using two rooms.

Figure 3. Visual of Clark et al.’s (2017) escape rooms (p. 76).
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Escape rooms have proven successful in the classroom as tools of engagement, review,
integration, and real-world application. A computer engineering program implemented an escape
room to integrate two separate skills taught in two diﬀerent classes to help show how those skills
worked together (Borrego, Fernandez, Blanes, & Robles, 2017). The students found the
experience, “challenging,” “demanding,” “interesting,” and “amusing” (2017). These researchers
feel like escape rooms lend themselves to almost all subjects in education and plan to eventually
create escape rooms for all required classes in their computer engineering department. The
ﬁgure below shows the sequence for their escape room.

Figure 4. A ﬂow/sequence map for Borrego, Fernandez, Blanes, & Robles’ (2017) escape room (p.
167).
A medical residency program also designed an escape room (Nelson, Calandrella, &
Schmalbach, 2017). They found the simulation-based activity provided team building and learning
and plan to use this method to help residents reach certain milestones. The residents were
divided into 8 groups and had 20 minutes in each of the 4 rooms. The rooms progressed in
diﬃculty. Residents were given points based on their time completion and use of hints.
Another escape room used mainly for young adults was the development of an escape
box, an escape room variation, in a college classroom learning pathophysiology and diagnosis
(Monaghan & Nicholson, 2017). They found that using the escape game in the classroom
provided an opportunity to use group and team-based learning, it simulated a real-life event and
felt very applicable to what the students imagined themselves doing as a career. The students
felt that they learned and that it was a great review. An analysis of the game afterward detailed
how "asking why" things were a certain way in the game could have improved it even further.
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Designers suggest doing many prototypes and having players test the room before being used in
the classroom. The three pictures below show an example of diﬀerent kinds of locks, an example
escape room box, and the main items used for the pathophysiology escape room.

Figure 5. Breakout box lock ideas, box example, and escape room contents for a
pathophysiology class designed by Monaghan & Nicholson (2017, p. 50, 52).
Other escape rooms have been created for the k-12 classrooms. Bassford, Crisp, Sullivan,
Bacon, and Fowler (2016) emphasize that escape rooms oﬀer hands-on, team-based,
investigative problem-solving scenarios that seem to naturally lend themselves for educational
use. CrashEd, the term created to name their program, employs many aspects of traditional
escape rooms to create an immersive learning experience about solving a crime. The teachers
set the tone with an introductory video and have kids work together in teams to solve a mystery.
Researchers found that students were highly engaged as they searched in and around an actual
crashed car and were able to feel and see the potential negative eﬀects of texting and driving. A
key ﬁnding from one of the events was taken from a sample of 350 students, 60 students who
were identiﬁed as potentially disengaged and from minority ethnic backgrounds, and 85% of
those 60 students said in a post survey that they now felt interested in attending a university. The
four pictures below show examples from the video clip that was created to go along with the
experience.
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Figure 6. Snapshots from a video clip created for CrashED, an educational escape room for high
school students, by Bassford, Crisp, Sullivan, Bacon, & Fowler (2016, p. 6-7).
Another example is from BreakoutEDU which is a platform used within education to
develop escape room type games for the k-12 classrooms and beyond (Humphrey, 2017).
Humphrey highlights the application of a serious, non-digital escape game for use within the
domain of sport and exercise psychology. The game was developed using the EscapED
framework and was considered a useful, practical, and fun experience. The students felt like they
learned real-life skills in context and that the scenarios were authentic and helpful for their future
practice. The puzzles served to monitor player progress and provide a sense of achievement. A
“game master” was also present to provide any needed clues and help the students reach the
desired learning goals. The novelty of escape rooms has the potential to engage students and
provide them a safe space to practice real-world skills.
The last classroom example provided here is of a history teacher engaged in many
escape rooms created one for his class to introduce several topics (Rouse, 2017). He lays out a
way to go about designing an escape room for your classroom. He feels they are eﬀective and
help kids learn. He gives ten tips to create your own educational escape room. 1. The principles
of good game design are the same as the principles of good lesson plan design, begin with
objectives. 2. Work backwards to design your puzzles. 3. scale the level of challenges in each
successive puzzle. 4. Test the game before playing it in your classroom. 5. Let your students
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struggle. 6. Celebrate eﬀort and achievement. 7. Debrief. 8. help students reﬂect on what they
have learned. 9. You reﬂect on what worked and what did not. 10. Embrace the challenge of the
process of creating, testing and revising your game.
Not many escape rooms have been created with disaster preparedness in mind. There
was one put on by California State University Northridge. They organized an earthquake themed
puzzle room (Novak, 2016). The escape room was outside under a canopy at a school fair. It
taught the history of a major quake in Northridge and safety preparedness strategies students
could use in their homes. This escape room included an information session after the game to
debrief and go over disaster preparedness in general.
Escape rooms seem to have a natural potential and propensity to provide autonomy,
competence, and relatedness. While none of the above examples mentioned using SDT, it could
be argued that they were successful in part by supporting autonomy, competence, and
relatedness. Escape rooms give participants a space to work on their own, without feeling
pressure from close supervision. People are free to explore their new physical surroundings and
use their curiosity to ﬁnd unique puzzles, questions, riddles, information, or combinations of
physical items. There are many available choices as escape rooms can have many puzzles to
work on at once, multiple paths to success, and personal choice on how much time gets to be
spent on any one particular activity. Progressive feedback is given as people make progress
through the game. A successful performance is naturally rewarded through continued
progression. Rationales can be given beforehand and throughout the game as to why learning
these disaster preparedness strategies and information is important through a narrative storyline
and information as the game progresses. There is structure in place so participants are aware of
the rules, regulations, directions, and goals. They are also made aware though that hints can be
provided along the way and there is freedom within the structure to work in a way that works for
them. Escape rooms are naturally social and invite shared social interaction. While there are
opportunities for participants to work independently to spread out the workload, there are also
opportunities to work with each other and beneﬁt from each other’s strengths.
The three tables below give a brief overview of escape rooms used in libraries, education,
and business that contained information I felt would be valuable as I designed this escape room
experience.
Table 2 - Escape Rooms in Libraries
Escape Rooms in Libraries
Reference

Audience

Purpose

Design
Process

Why escape
room?

Ideas for my
escape room

Guo, & Goh
(2016)

Higher Ed

To teach
information
literacy

User
centered
design,
participatory
design,.
6 best design

Digital
escape room,
for librarians
and teachers
to use in
classrooms. A

Have people
test out my
escape room
early and
often to test
changes. Ask
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practices:
keep simple,
fun,
feedback,
play test, gate
key concepts,
plan how to
implement in
classroom.
Used
formative and
summative
evaluation.

fun game that for ideas from
would help
participants.
students want
to learn this
topic. To be
user
centered.

O’Reilly
(2016)

Public/All

Provide novel
attraction to
the library
and promote
team-building
and logic
skills.

Easy,
moderate,
diﬃcult. Talk
to
commercial
escape
rooms.

A growing
trend, wanted
to oﬀer an
exciting
activity.

Make so can
be short and
have
everyone
ﬁnish. Have
something for
people to do
while they
wait. Brief
participants
before they
enter.. Map
out your
clues. Make
escape room
portable.

Phelan (2017)

Teens/pre-te
ens

Help kids
want to come
to the library
more.

Trial and
error, test
escape room
lots,

Exciting,
trendy

Buildup to the
last
challenge. Let
them use a
smartphone
as a resource.

Pun (2017)

First year
college
students

Teach
information
literacy, how
to identify
fake news

Driven by
wanting
students to
teach
themselves.

Author had
done an
escape room
and really
liked it.

Write up the
clue and
puzzle
sequence

Ung, &
Salisbury
(2016)

Freshman
Orientation

Make new
friends and
learn how to

Gamiﬁcation

To have
learning be
more

Create an
app to go
with the
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use library
resources.

Wise, Lowe,
Hill, Barnett,
& Barton
(2018)

Freshman
orientation

Introduce
library
resources

Playful
learning.
Designed by
a team,
constructed a
narrative

engaging, do
something
trending.
Tons could
play
simultaneousl
y, used an
app.

escape room.

Trending,
exciting, ,
increased
engagement.
Reduce
library
anxiety. Be
more
approachable
.

Have an
introductory
video

Table 3 - Escape Rooms in Classrooms
Escape Rooms in Classrooms
Reference

Audience

Purpose

Design
Process

Why escape
room?

Ideas for my
escape room

Bassford,
Crisp,
O'Sullivan,
Bacon,. &
Fowler (2016)

8-12 in UK

Raise STEM
aspirations of
young
students from
disadvantage
d
backgrounds

Team from
forensic
science,
maths,
physics, and
criminology.
Used an
actual
crashed car,
created
animation to
go with.

Global trend.
Interactive.
Scenario-bas
ed learning. .
Promotes
teamwork
Illustrates
how
mathematical
calculations
and scientiﬁc
principles are
applied in
‘real’ jobs.
Immediate
feedback.

Use as many
real props as
possible.
Create a
story/scenari
o. If possible,
create a
movie to
watch
beforehand.

Borrego,
Fernandez,

Higher Ed,
Engineering
school in

The goal of
this activity is
to increase

Faculty
created a
series of

To increase
motivation,
provide real

Use a walkie
talkie to
facilitate
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Blanes, &
Robles (2017).

Barcelona,
Spain

student’s
motivation
and to
improve their
learning on
two courses
of the second
year in the
Computer
Engineering
degree.

puzzles
through
collaboration
with other
faculty
members.

life, hands on
training.
Combine
skills taught
in two
diﬀerent
classes.

communicatio
n. Create a
visual of the
series of
puzzles.

Humphrey
(2017)

Higher Ed,
Sport and
Exercise
Physiology

Synthesising
BreakoutEDU
information,
, EscapED
critically
framework
interpreting
results and
enhancing
problem
solving and
eﬀective
communicatio
n.

To be more
learner
centered.
Create real
world
scenario.
Deepen
content
knowledge,
foster student
motivation
and
enjoyment,
strengthen
collaborative
skills,
promote
behavioural
change and
increase
awareness
around a
given subject
area.
Problem-base
d learning

Use EscapED
framework
and Lamaras
taxonomy

Kinio,
Dufresne,
Brandys, &
Jetty (2017)

Higher Ed,
vascular
surgery
students

To introduce
vascular
surgery

To increase
motivation,
satisfaction,
and
engagement

Provide a few
basic roles or
equipment
for
participants
to be in
charge of

Created
knowledge-b
ased
problems
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Monaghan, &
Nicholson
(2017)

Higher Ed,
Third year,
undergraduat
e,
pathophysiol
ogy students

Learn how to
give a correct
diagnosis for
sepsis

Constructed
a narrative

Because
inherently
problem-base
d and
provides
natural
progression

Have escape
room be
portable, use
a series of
boxes. End
escape room
with a debrief
to enhance
learning.

Nelson,
Calandrella, &
Schmalbach
(2017)

Higher Ed,
residency
students

Diagnose
abdominal
pain

4 cases,
progress in
diﬃculty

To enhance
educational
practices.
Problem-base
d,
team-based,
simulation
based

Could have a
clue where
need to call a
number

Novak (2016)

Higher Ed

Teach about
earthquake
safety

Based on an
online
program

To get people
engaged,
better than
handing out
information

Was done
outside under
a canopy, we
could use a
canopy and
tarp for the
sides

Rouse (2017)

High school
history

Review for a
test

Breakout
edu,
backward
design,

Good way to
review and
also learn
teamwork

debrief

Schaﬀhauser
(2017)

Elementary
students

Review or
introduce a
topic

Worked with
teacher
coach

Kids love it

Have a
variety of
clues and
puzzles

Table 4 - Escape Rooms as Businesses
Escape Rooms as Businesses
Reference

Audience

Purpose

Design
Process

Why escape
room?

Ideas for my
escape room

Ament (1994)

21 and older
(has a bar)

Food and a
variety of
Games,
hangout spot.

Dreamt it up.
Puzzles
change twice
a year. Can

Atypical
escape room
search
around place

Interesting
entrance,
inﬂated red
fabric you slip
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buy a month
pass or more.

for clues.
Draw people
in often.

through.
Make an
exciting
entrance.

Bjerken
(2017)

General

Working with
a friend.
Open new
location.

Theme
based,
change about
once a
month.

Basically,
escape
rooms are
really popular
right now and
tons of new
ones are
opening up.

Have lots of
space if you
can.

Duplessie
(2013)

General

Create an
adventure,
experience
the
spectacular,
be the hero,
overcome a
challenge. To
be
educational
and provide
entertainment
.

Use of
senses, try to
not use touch
screens to
teach.
Remember
education
and
entertainment
are not
mutually
exclusive.

To get away
from digital.
Immerse
people in
experiences.

Try to use all
5 senses.
Help people
feel like a
hero.

Kelly (2018)

Corporate
teams and
groups

Icebreaker,
improve
teamwork

Fnd cool
props and
create a story

Gives
employees a
chance to
discover
strengths and
show abilities
in a diﬀerent
setting

During
debrief ask
about what
skills people
noticed in
others

Kessler, &
Sanchez
(2017)

Corporate
teams and
groups

Team-buildin
g, foster
social
bonding

Figure out
what causes
panic and
thrills

People seek
things that
are novel and
thrilling
without the
actual danger

Create a
space where
people can
feel a safe
sense of
panic

Miller (2015)

Thrill seekers,
people
looking for a

Feel like in
another world

Game
designer and
electrical

Allow people
to engage
face to face

Have a wow
factor, build a
relationship
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fun time

engineer
team

with
participants,
provide good
customer
service.
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Content/Task Analysis
Disaster preparedness is a broad topic. It can be diﬃcult to mold exhibits to exactly what speciﬁc
people need. According to the DDC, there are ﬁve facets of safety preparedness they feel are
most needed right now. These are learning about where the safest spots are during an
earthquake, usually under the closest table. Learning about household items you can put in an
emergency bag, how to properly store water, having a hard copy list of important contacts in case
you don’t have your cell phone, and having a family plan on where to evacuate nearby your
house. The following are expert decision models of those 5 learning goals.
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Annotated Bibliography
Domain Knowledge
Disaster Discovery Center. (2018). What would your family do? Salt Lake City, Utah: Karen Thomas
and Board.
Not scholarly work
This is a pamphlet created by the DDC that explains the purpose of the DDC, the goals
and aspirations of creating a hands on museum for emergency preparedness, and
information on emergency preparedness. There is extended information on water storage
and an overall checklist of things to have prepared for a disaster. This pamphlet was
created to distribute at expos and other events and will be handed out as part of the
escape room experience.
Kohn, S., Eaton, J. L., Feroz, S., Bainbridge, A. A., Hoolachan, J., & Barnett, D. J. (2012). Personal
Disaster Preparedness: An Integrative Review of the Literature. Disaster Medicine and
Public Health Preparedness, 6, 217-231. https://doi.org/10.1001/dmp.2012.47
This literature reviews 36 studies to ﬁgure out the general state of preparedness for
disasters and found the following factors inﬂuence disaster preparedness: demographic
characteristics, trust in government eﬀorts, previous exposure to a disaster, and number
of dependents in a household. The authors note that the general expert opinion is that
individuals will likely need to be self-suﬃcient for the ﬁrst 72 hours. The review analyzed
evidence from the papers about the state of personal disaster preparedness. Reviews
suggest that personal preparedness is lacking and needs to be improved. The Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) promotes to “get a kit, make a plan and be
informed.” The authors note that while government eﬀorts have increased to educate
about personal disaster preparedness, many families and individuals still do not have a
disaster supply kit, a family communication plan, or food and water storage. Overall,
“multiple studies have demonstrated that, overall, families and households are
underprepared for disaster both in the United States and abroad.”
Paton, D. (2003). Disaster preparedness: a social-cognitive perspective. Disaster Prevention and
Management: An International Journal, 12(3), 210-216.
https://doi.org/10.1108/09653560310480686
Providing the public with information is not enough and in some cases just providing
information can have people feel they can transfer the responsibility of preparing to
others. Instead of focusing on the antecedents of behavior, the authors want to focus on
the cognitive processes that underlie behavior change. The authors argue that
problem-focused coping, self-eﬃcacy, and a sense of community were better predictors
of emergency preparedness. After motivation, intention formation is formed by
self-eﬃcacy. Self-eﬃcacy also is a major factor in creating action plans. Also, “having a
household hazard response plan and a supply of food and water facilitates an ability to
cope with disruption.” Overall, the model created and argued for by the authors is
“motivating people to prepare, facilitating the formation of intentions, and then promoting
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the conversion of intentions to preparedness.” The ﬁndings of social-cognitivism is
important to help the government and other agencies understand how to best use their
resources to help families and individuals become more prepared for disasters and to be
self suﬃcient for at least 72 hours.
Ripley, Amanda. (2008). The Unthinkable: Who Survives When Disaster Strikes--And Why. New
York: Three Rivers Press.
Ripley investigates how we can better prepare our minds, bodies, social environments,
and physical surroundings to be better prepared for emergency situations. She describes
the three stages most people go through in a disaster: denial, deliberation, and the
decisive moment. She uses many historical examples of natural and manmade disasters
to describe delay, risk taking, fear, resilience, groupthink, panic, paralysis, and heroism.
Many reviews praise her for an insightful way to prepare for potential disasters,
understanding how you may react in scary situations, and what might help you train to
increase your odds of survival. This book was also recommended by a member of the
DDC board as information I should learn.
Wood, M., Kano, M., Mileti, D., & Bourque, L. (2009). Reconceptualizing Household Disaster
Readiness: The “Get Ready” Pyramid. Journal of Emergency Management, 7(1), 25-37.
This article showcases the “Get Ready” Pyramid to be used as a framework to organize
public education on emergency preparedness. The authors use the State of California as
a case study to show that there is a myriad of inconsistent messages. The goal is to
create a more consistent message to the public and a more engaging means besides
disseminating information. The authors push for a more uniﬁed message as consistency
and frequency “have been shown to increase the likelihood of people acting on them.”
Social cognitive theory is referenced as identifying the importance of not discouraging
people about becoming prepared, but help them take the next step for them in preparing
for disaster preparedness. The “Get Ready” Pyramid starts with learning, then planning
and organizing, then train and practice, then manage supplies and equipment, then
secure building contents, protect building structures, and ﬁnally, safeguard ﬁnances. The
pyramid is designed to “maximize public engagement,” and help the public make cost
eﬀective choices ﬁrst. The “Get Ready” pyramid is important for all those involved in
emergency management to maintain consistency with their messages and be as eﬀective
as possible in helping communities, families, and individuals become more self-suﬃcient
in their disaster preparations.
Wood, M., Mileti, D., Kano, M., Kelley, M., Regan, R., & Bourque, L. (2011). Communicating
Actionable Risk for Terrorism and Other Hazards. Risk Analysis, 32(4), 601-615.
10.1111/j.1539-6924.2011.01645.x
The authors want to shift disaster preparedness communication from learning about the
risk itself to motivation of preparedness actions, or knowing what to do about a risk. The
authors coin the term “communicating actionable risk.” It is more helpful for people to
observe what actions others have taken to prepare for disasters and to receive
recommendations about what they can do to prepare. Their research ﬁndings indicate
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that the strongest motivator for someone to take action to become emergency prepared
is when an average person shares what they have done to prepare, not government
agencies or NGOs. Government agencies need to ﬁnd people who are prepared to share
their preparations with those who are less prepared. The second ﬁnding is that programs
about emergency preparedness should emphasize the actions that need to be taken to
become prepared rather than the physical impacts of disasters. Third, information from all
vendors should be consistent, repetition of the same message from many diﬀerent
sources, or dense information, needs to take place. These ﬁndings are important to know
for government and other agencies to use their resources eﬀectively as possible to
motivate people to prepare.
Domain Knowledge Summary/Synthesis
A prominent shift in communicating about disaster preparedness was argued for by Wood et al.,
in 2011 “to emphasize the communication of preparedness actions (what to do about risk) rather
than risk itself” (2011). Also, an integrative review of the literature in personal disaster
preparedness by Kohn et al., recognized that many studies have shown that overall, individuals
and families are underprepared for a disaster but should be prepared to take care of themselves
for at least 72 hours after a disaster (2012). The escape room is designed on those mandates and
is based on a response to a natural disaster and how one could react and use ﬁve main
strategies in emergency preparedness. These have been selected through what experts suggest
are most vital, cost eﬀective, and by what we felt could reasonably be created within an escape
room. The ﬁve strategies are how to drop, cover, and hold on; how to put together a disaster
supply kit; a cost eﬀective way to properly store water; a family communication plan which
includes having a hard copy of important contacts, and a family meeting place in case of
emergency. The other important topics that have not been included are making evacuation plans
for those with special needs, preparing important documents such as insurance and medical
consent forms, practicing life-saving skills such as CPR or ﬁrst aid, safeguarding ﬁnances and
purchasing insurance, securing home contents and landscaping for natural disasters. While these
are also important things for personal preparedness, they are less cost eﬀective and are further
up on the “Get Ready” pyramid.
The “Get Ready” pyramid is “a framework organized along a continuum of cost, intended
for use by any individual or entity wishing to promote or adopt readiness actions” (Wood, Kano,
Mileti, & Bourque, 2009). The pyramid was created in response to the massive increase in
government, NGO, and personal eﬀorts to increase readiness after the terrorist events of
September 11, 2001. These eﬀorts included increased public education and information
dissemination which is argued could have been more eﬀective with a more consistent message
(Wood, et al., 2009). The “Get Ready” pyramid was created to be a consistent typology to
coordinate the eﬀorts of many diﬀerent ﬁelds in their charge to become ready for an emergency.
The pyramid is organized into 7 diﬀerent layers: learn how to be ready, plan and organize, train
and practice, manage supplies and equipment, secure building contents, protect building
structure, safeguare ﬁnances (Wood, et al., 2009). The escape room seeks to help people build
the ﬁrst 3 steps of the pyramid and provides motivation for people to continue to the 4th step and
beyond. The pyramid is organized by cost and has the inclusive motto, “everyone can do
something to get ready.” The ﬁrst layer is learning about how to be safe during an earthquake.
The escape room will start with learning how to drop, cover, and hold on, and move through what
could be included in a disaster supply kit, and how to safely store water. The second layer is to
plan and organize which the escape room will help facilitate by having participants ﬁll out a family
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communication card. This card, provided by the government agency, “Be Ready Utah,” includes
spots to write down emergency contact numbers, out of state contacts, outside of home and
neighborhood meeting places, and other important contacts and information. Families will be
given an opportunity to ﬁll out these cards before or during the escape room. Layer 3 is train and
practice. Participants will be able to practice drop, cover, and hold on. They will also practice
using a variety of ﬂashlights, practice packing a disaster supply kit, experience how heavy water
can be to carry, and discuss what they as a family would do in case of an emergency.
A key feature of the “Get Ready” pyramid is “that it is designed to maximize public
engagement in disaster preparedness,” and recognizes that “aﬀordability is often the biggest
barrier for taking recommended actions” (Wood, et al., 2009). The escape room focuses on what
steps can be done in that moment to become more prepared, and what could be done at home
with supplies a family or individual might already have. The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) also identiﬁes to that individuals and families should have a disaster supply kit,
make a plan on what to do during an emergency, and be informed about various disasters or
emergencies that are likely in your area or circumstances (Kohn, et al., 2012).
Douglas Paton in his article on a social-cognitive perspective on disaster preparedness
warns that people could feel that ﬁrst responders and other government agents are there to take
care of them and that they do not need to prepare (2003). The escape room will emphasize at
the beginning that ﬁrst responders will be needed in critical areas and that most people will need
to take care of themselves for at least 72 hours before they will receive aid. People can also be
less motivated to prepare if they don’t feel a natural disaster will happen soon or will happen in
their community (Paton, 2003). Paton has proposed a social-cognitive preparation model that
shows the motivators and precursors that lead to intention formation, which link to making
preparations (2003). The initial motivators correspond in part to Wood et als. “Get Ready”
pyramid in that critical awareness of hazards are one of the main motivators. Taking the next step
to intention formation involves a feeling of self-eﬃcacy, a feeling we hope to create through
self-determination theory during the escape room. As participants take steps during the escape
room to become more prepared as a family or individual, we hope to increase their perceived
responsibility and lead them to making actions of preparation as they will have taken some
actions during the escape room experience. Paton explains that “having a household hazard
response plan and a supply of food and water facilitates an ability to cope with disruption”
(2003).
The journalist Amanda Ripley summarizes many of these points in her book, “The
Unthinkable.” While she did not cite any of the above articles, she also states that “the best
warnings are like the best ads: consistent, easily understood, speciﬁc, frequently repeated,
personal, accurate, and targeted. Hence, we will be using the common “Get Ready” pyramid as a
backdrop to the design. She also emphasizes that “Warnings need to tell people what to do”
(Ripley, 2008, 49). Another key point Ripley points out in her points to boost your survival odds is
to get to know your neighbors. She discusses how it will most likely be your neighbors who will
save you, not ﬁrst responders. If you are aware of the capabilities and supplies that others have,
you are able to work together for everyone’s beneﬁt. In response to this idea, the escape room
incorporates a neighbor who participants can contact through walkie talkie if they need help. The
neighbor will provide clues, hints, or encouragement as needed.
Overall, the escape room will provide an experience to learn about what to do in
response to a disaster (in contrast to just disseminating how risky disasters could be), will focus
on fundamental and cost-eﬀective means to prepare, encourage self-eﬃcacy and personal
motivation to prepare, and move families and individuals one step further in their preparations by
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providing an opportunity to create a family communication plan which encompasses a hard copy
of important contacts and deciding on a outside the home and neighborhood meeting place.
Learning Theories/Instructional Strategies
Deci, E. L. (1980). The psychology of self-determination. Lexington, MA: Heath.
This book outlines the basic concepts of self-determination theory and provides the
theoretical framework for self-determination theory. Limitations are given along with
adaptive and maladaptive behaviors. The book starts with describing the diﬀerence
between philosophy and psychology and talking about free will. Self-determination theory
is explained as a way of interpreting empirical ﬁndings and also as a way of justifying and
understanding therapeutic interventions. Self-determination theory is an often used
strategy to coordinate instruction to have students/participants enjoy and learn through
intrinsic motivation.
Deci, E. L., Eghrari, H., Patrick, B. C., & Leone, D. R. (1994). Facilitating Internalization: The
Self-Determination Theory Perspective. Journal of Personality, 62(1).
This study’s ﬁndings suggest that using at least two of the three following factors that
supported self-determination led to an integration as opposed to introjection of a boring
task 1) providing a meaningful rationale, 2) acknowledging the behaver’s perspective, and
3) conveying choice rather than control. The authors note that we may want certain tasks
to be integrated into ourselves as they may be useful or socially responsible. This
self-regulation is necessary to perform various important but potentially boring tasks.
Through implementing these three factors there is increased chance of participants
integrating emergency preparedness into their lifestyle.
Deci, E. L., Jang, H., & Reeve, J. (2010). Engaging Students in Learning Activities: It Is Not
Autonomy Support or Structure but Autonomy Support and Structure. Journal of
Educational Psychology, 102(3), 588-600.
The authors state that there has been some debate about how much structure is
supportive of student’s autonomy, and if too much structure would be detrimental. The
authors conducted a study that showed that autonomy support and structure were
positively correlated, that autonomy support and structure both predicted students’
behavioral engagement. The authors note that autonomy-supportive teachers “facilitate
students’ personal autonomy by taking the students’ perspective; identifying and
nurturing the students’ needs, interests, and preferences; providing optimal challenges;
highlighting meaningful learning goals; and presenting interesting, relevant, and enriched
activities.” When these autonomy supports are in place and structure is instantiated by
“oﬀering clear and detailed expectations and instructions, oﬀering helpful guidance and
scaﬀolding as students try to proﬁt from the lesson, and providing feedback to enhance
perceptions of competence and perceived personal control during a reﬂective post
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performance period,” then autonomy-supports and structure provide a more optimal
learning space. Providing an optimal learning space increases students/participants
opportunity to learn and grow from the experience.
Lock Academy. (2018). History and Origin of Escape Games. Retrieved from
https://lockacademy.com/en/history-and-origin-of-escape-games/
Not scholarly work
This webpage gives a brief history of live escape games. Escape rooms originated as
video games by Toshimitsu Takagi from Japan. In 2007 a Japanese company created the
ﬁrst live escape room. Escape room games have since popped up all over the world. In
Asia, escape rooms are more about competition while in Europe the trend seems to be
more about an immersive experience. Understanding the universality of escape rooms
provides more justiﬁcation for their use in education and other learning experiences.
Nicholson, S. (2015). Peeking Behind the Locked Door: A Survey of Escape Room Facilities. White
Paper retrieved from http://scottnicholson.com/
This paper gathered survey data from 175 escape room facilities from around the world
and highlights diﬀerent themes, demographics of players, room features, and other
design patterns popular in escape rooms at the start of 2015. Some key ﬁndings include
that escape rooms bring in both males and females at almost the same rate, and while it is
mostly young adults who participate, all ages are still common participants. The paper
outlines many of the diﬀerent themes, types of escape rooms, and types of puzzles used,
types of puzzle sequences, technology use, percentage of successful escapes, types of
groups playing, and a brief history of escape rooms. These aspects of escape rooms are
important to understand when creating an escape room as they provide ideas and
feasible options that could be implemented.
NIcholson, S. (2016) The State of Escape: Escape Room Design and Facilities. Paper presented at
Meaningful Play 2016. Lansing, Michigan. Available online at
http://scottnicholson.com/pubs/stateofescape.pdf
This article is a revision on the 2015 Peeking Behind the Locked Door: A Survey of
Escape Room Facilities by Scott Nicholson. I will cite this paper as it is more recent, but it
contains the same content as the 2015 version.
Patall, E. A., Cooper, H., & Robinson J. C. (2008). The Eﬀects of Choice on Intrinsic Motivation and
Related Outcomes: A Meta-Analysis of Research Findings. Psychological Bulletin, 134(2),
270-300.
Providing choice is another way to provide an opportunity for intrinsic motivation. Patall,
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Cooper, and Robinson, quote Deci (1980, p. 26) that “Self-determination is the process of
utilizing one’s will” (2008). As meaningful choices are made, a greater feeling of
competence and autonomy is realized. Patall, Cooper, and Robinson also expound that,
“people will be more intrinsically motivated to persist at a task to the extent that the
activity involves their personal choice and/or provides opportunities to make choices”
(2008). However, through the meta-analysis performed by the aforementioned authors, a
fatigue termed ego-depletion describes how a person will likely experience a “decrement
in the capacity to initiate activity, make choices, or further self-regulate” as continued
choices or other self-regulating behavior is necessitated (2008). So, while choice can
provide an increase in intrinsic motivation, too much choice can have detrimental eﬀects.
Additionally, “self-determination theorists have suggested that choices that allow one’s
actions to reﬂect personal values, goals, or interests will have the greatest eﬀect on
motivation, performance, and learning (2008). This is important to understand when
designing an educational experience to be aware of how to provide choice to
participants, but not too many or unnecessary choices.
Ryan, R. M., & Deci, E. L. (2000). The “What” and “Why” of Goal Pursuits: Human Needs and the
Self-Determination of Behavior. Psychological Inquiry, 11(4), 227-268.
How people pursue and attain goals depends on how well those goals satisfy our deep
psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness. While other theories of
motivation stem from how well someone believes the action will lead them to a desired
goal, this paper argues that the fulﬁllment of innate psychological needs help determine
our goals. People might become more or less interested in an action depending on how
well it satisﬁes their needs. Fulﬁlling the needs of autonomy, competence, and
relatedness leads to higher intrinsic motivation which should lead to higher goal
attainment. The paper gives a continuum of motivation from amotivation to extrinsic
motivation to intrinsic motivation. Understanding how to facilitate goal creation and
completion is necessary in educational settings.
Reeve, J., Jang, H., Hardre, P., & Omura, M. (2002). Providing a Rationale in an AutonomySupportive Way as a Strategy to Motivate Others During an Uninteresting Activity.
Motivation and Emotion, 26(3).
Another strategy within self-determination theory is to use an autonomy-supportive
rationale to help provide motivation for uninteresting tasks. Reeve, Jang, Hadre, and
Omura have shown that uninteresting tasks can beneﬁt from an externally provided
rationale on why someone should participate. These rationales should not use controlling
language and should acknowledge any negative feelings participants might have about
the task. This rationale can help participants feel value in the eﬀort they give towards a
task. The example given of an autonomy-supportive rationale for teachers taking an
uninteresting Chinese lesson was, “the reason we are asking you to try hard is for the
beneﬁt of all the Chinese-speaking students you will one day very soon have in your
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classes. The information so far has been diﬃcult and at times frustrating. Still, we ask you
to concentrate, persevere, and try hard.” As some educational experiences may not
appeal to every learner, providing a rationale can still help people try hard retain
information.
Ryan, R. M., & Deci, E. L. (2016). Facilitating and hindering motivation, learning, and well-being in
schools: Research and observations from Self-Determination Theory. In K. R. Wentzel & D.
B. Miele (Eds.) Handbook of Motivation at School (2nd ed.). New York: Routledge.
This article reviews the research and theory behind self-determination theory. It explains
how intrinsic motivation can be valuable and provides a continuum of amotivation to
extrinsic motivation to intrinsic motivation. The article explains how deep psychological
needs are met when instruction facilitates autonomy, competence, and relatedness. The
article gives concrete information on how teachers can be more supportive of autonomy,
how parents can give space for autonomy, and how self-determination theory works
across diﬀerent cultures. The authors advocate to help make schools a better place for
learning and how teachers need to be supported as well - how the structure of the school
system could provide more supports of self-determination. The summary advocates the
“importance of educators working with, rather than ﬁghting against, our active and
inquisitive human natures.” Understanding human nature can help designers create more
meaningful educational experiences.
Ryan, R. M., Mims, V., & Koestner, R. (1983). Relation of Reward Contingency and Interpersonal
Context to Intrinsic Motivation: A Review and Test Using Cognitive Evaluation Theory.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 45(4), 736-750.
The authors establish a standardized vocabulary for reward contingency. Overall, studies
show that contingent rewards decrease intrinsic motivation. Rewards and communication
can either provide information or become controlling. The goal is for feedback to be
informational, which is termed meaningful feedback. An example given is about building a
model, feedback is inherent in the activity as one is able to physically see their progress
and have an idea of how close they are to ﬁnishing and how well they are doing by
looking at the model they are constructing. Also, there is no formal reward, the reward is
seeing the model completed. Constructing educational experiences to follow this
feedback and reward pattern can make them more impactful.
Learning Theories/Instructional Strategies Summary/Synthesis
Self-Determination Theory (SDT) is based on the notion that we as humans have a basic need for
competence, autonomy, and relatedness, are naturally curious, explore our physical
surroundings, and often internalize surrounding social practices (Ryan & Deci, 2016). Meeting our
basic human needs for competence, autonomy, and relatedness has been shown to increase
intrinsic motivation. SDT studies show that students who are intrinsically motivated outperform
those who are extrinsically motivated. Studies also show that even tasks that may prove
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uninteresting can have higher engagement when SDT is applied through an
autonomy-supportive rationale (Reeve, Jang, Hardre, & Omura, 2002).
As these needs are met, increased intrinsic motivation can transfer to a more engaged
participant and informed person about emergency preparedness. It may also be important to
note that SDT applies to all social situations (Ryan & Deci, 2000), so while many of the research
articles referenced here focus on classroom settings, the same principles are believed to apply to
the DDC’s hands-on educational facilities. Also, according to Deci, E. L., Eghrari, H., Patrick, B. C.,
& Leone, D. R. (1994), ﬁndings suggest that using at least two of the three following factors that
supported self-determination led to an integration as opposed to introjection of a boring task 1)
providing a meaningful rationale, 2) acknowledging the behaver’s perspective, and 3) conveying
choice rather than control. We may want certain tasks to be integrated into ourselves as they may
be useful or socially responsible, such as emergency preparedness. This self-regulation is
necessary to perform various important but potentially boring tasks.
In general, there are particular behaviors a teacher can have that seem to impact a
students’ autonomy, or in our case, there are behaviors or tactics that an exhibit or volunteer
could employ that could increase or decrease a person’s feeling of autonomy. Autonomy
supportive behaviors include “listening, creating time for students’ independent work, allowing
students to talk, acknowledging signs of mastery, encouraging student’s eﬀort, oﬀering
progress-enabling hints when needed, being responsive to student’s comments and questions,
and acknowledging students’ experiences” (Ryan & Deci, 2016). In contrast, controlling behaviors
are identiﬁed as “monopolizing the learning materials, providing solutions to problems before the
students had time to work independently, telling students answers without giving them an
opportunity to formulate answers, making directives, using controlling words such as “should,”
and using directed questions as a way of controlling the ﬂow of conversation” (Ryan & Deci,
2016). As teachers or facilitators use autonomy-supportive behaviors, a student or participant is
likely to experience greater intrinsic motivation.
Providing choice is another way to provide an opportunity for intrinsic motivation. Patall,
Cooper, and Robinson, quote Deci (1980, p. 26) that “Self-determination is the process of utilizing
one’s will” (2008). As meaningful choices are made, a greater feeling of competence and
autonomy is realized. Patall, Cooper, and Robinson also expound that, “people will be more
intrinsically motivated to persist at a task to the extent that the activity involves their personal
choice and/or provides opportunities to make choices” (2008). However, through the
meta-analysis performed by the aforementioned authors, a fatigue termed ego-depletion
describes how a person will likely experience a “decrement in the capacity to initiate activity,
make choices, or further self-regulate” as continued choices or other self-regulating behavior is
necessitated (2008). So, while choice can provide an increase in intrinsic motivation, too much
choice can have detrimental eﬀects. Additionally, “self-determination theorists have suggested
that choices that allow one’s actions to reﬂect personal values, goals, or interests will have the
greatest eﬀect on motivation, performance, and learning (2008).
Feedback has the potential to be informational or controlling. To foster intrinsic
motivation, feedback must be informational and convey meaningful feedback. Meaningful
feedback is “information that signiﬁes to a person that he or she is competent at the target
activity or information that lets the person know how to become more competent at the activity”
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(Ryan, Mims, Koestner, 1983). Feedback that is controlled pressures people towards certain
outcomes. Feedback should be used to help someone know how well they are doing at an
activity, not to control certain outcomes. The example Ryan, Mims, and Koestner give is when
someone is building a model. A person is able to see their progress as they build, the feedback is
inherent in the activity (1983). There are many other facets of feedback (refer to Ryan, Mims, &
Koestner, 1983), but for the purposes of this escape room, we will focus on the basic idea of
someone being able to physically see their progress and then also avoiding non-informational
praise as likely to promote intrinsic motivation.
Another strategy within self-determination theory is to use an autonomy-supportive
rationale to help provide motivation for uninteresting tasks. While we hope the escape room is an
intrinsically exciting experience, not everyone will be self-motivated to participate in learning
about disaster preparedness. Reeve, Jang, Hadre, and Omura (2002) have shown that
uninteresting tasks can beneﬁt from an externally provided rationale on why someone should
participate. These rationales should not use controlling language and should acknowledge any
negative feelings participants might have about the task. This rationale can help participants feel
value in the eﬀort they give towards a task. The example given of an autonomy-supportive
rationale for teachers taking an uninteresting Chinese lesson was, “the reason we are asking you
to try hard is for the beneﬁt of all the Chinese-speaking students you will one day very soon have
in your classes. The information so far has been diﬃcult and at times frustrating. Still, we ask you
to concentrate, persevere, and try hard” (2002). The escape room will provide an
autonomy-supportive rationale at the beginning before participants begin the escape room.
The last aspect of self-determination theory this review will describe is about the balance
between autonomy support and structure. There has been some debate about how much
structure is supportive of student’s autonomy, and if too much structure would be detrimental.
Deci, Jang, & Reeve (2010) conducted a study that showed that autonomy support and structure
were positively correlated, that autonomy support and structure both predicted students’
behavioral engagement. The authors note that autonomy-supportive teachers “facilitate students’
personal autonomy by taking the students’ perspective; identifying and nurturing the students’
needs, interests, and preferences; providing optimal challenges; highlighting meaningful learning
goals; and presenting interesting, relevant, and enriched activities” (2010). When these autonomy
supports are in place and structure is instantiated by “oﬀering clear and detailed expectations
and instructions, oﬀering helpful guidance and scaﬀolding as students try to proﬁt from the
lesson, and providing feedback to enhance perceptions of competence and perceived personal
control during a reﬂective post performance period,” then autonomy-supports and structure
provide a more optimal learning space (2010).
As is shown by the body of literature under examination, autonomy-supportive behaviors,
choice, feedback, rationales, and structure all have aspects that bleed into the other.
Autonomy-supportive behaviors usually include things like providing meaningful choices,
feedback, reasoning, guidance, expectations, and instructions. As the design of the escape room
evolves, it will need to consider how each aspect of the design fosters autonomy, competence,
and relatedness.
Using SDT as the motivational theory, the instructional strategy that will be used is an
escape room. Escape rooms are live action games where teams work together to solve puzzles.
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Typical escape rooms have players locked in a room where they search for clues, solve
mysteries, and accomplish tasks to reach a ﬁnal goal, which is to usually escape the room in a
limited amount of time (Nicholson, 2016). Originating as video games in 2004, the ﬁrst live escape
rooms were founded in 2007 in Japan (Lock Academy, 2018). Escape rooms are a growing
phenomenon around the world and are now found on every major continent (Nicholson, 2016).
Escape rooms come in a variety of types, themes, diﬃculties, time constraints, and
technology use. While some rooms follow a narrative and players feel as if they are characters in
storyline, other rooms are strictly puzzle based and the challenges do not further any sort of
story. Other rooms are theme-based, so while there is no particular story, participants feel they
are in a particular time zone or culture.
Some Escape rooms follow a sequential puzzle pattern, where one puzzle must be solved
before being able to move on or complete the next puzzle. Other rooms contain multiple puzzles
that can be done at once. Others follow a choose your own adventure pattern with multiple ways
to advance to the end escape. Escape rooms also range in diﬃculty and whether hints are
allowed. Some escape rooms are prized for their diﬃculty, while others are more to have a good
time and allow for as many hints as needed to escape the room.
In summary, it is well described by SDT that people often learn from playing and exploring
and as they engage in various activities they come to a greater understanding of themselves and
the world. SDT argues that while playing, people are intrinsically motivated as they are not
pressured from outside sources. The desire and ability to act out of interest instead of being
controlled, forced, or pressured is termed intrinsic motivation. When one feels like they are
making their own choices, they receive meaningful feedback on their growth, are provided with
clear rationales and the right amount of structure, they are given the supports for a healthy
learning environment where they feel motivated, interested, and gain knowledge. The learning
problem for the DDC is to create an escape room that provides a space for participants to feel
intrinsically motivated to participate, interested in emergency preparedness, and come away with
knowledge they can implement that night.
Design Approaches
Arnab, S. & Clark, S. (2015). Towards a trans-disciplinary methodology for a game-based
intervention development process. British Journal of Educational Technology, 48,
279-213. http://doi.org/10.1111/bjet.12377
This design case provides steps and methods used to create an educational game. Steps
used include the Four-Dimensional Framework (context, learners, pedagogy,
representation), Intervention Mapping, Mechanics Dynamics Aesthetics model, and
Learning Mechanics-Game Mechanics mapping. The authors state there are studies that
can be referenced for establishing validity on how eﬀective using games is to motivate
learning and learning outcomes. These design processes suggests using a concept
document as a reference point when working with multiple people or teams to create
diﬀerent parts of the game. As an example of a design method it emphasizes the
importance of using proven strategies in the creation of educational games.
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Clark, S., Peel, D., Arnab, S., Morini, L., Keegan, H., & Wood, O. (2017). EscapED: A Framework for
Creating Educational Escape Rooms and Interactive Games to For Higher/Further
Education. International Journal of Serious Games, 4(3), 73-86.
https://dx.doi.org/10.17083/ijsg.v4i3.180
While game-based learning is often used in a digital format, a more holistic and human
centered interaction approach was desired to teach research methods in higher
education. This article outlines the development and use of the escapED framework.
EscapED was created to help facilitate the creation of non-digital game-based learning
programs in education. Escape rooms are a growing trend and provide opportunities for
students to work and learn together. The development of soft skills is a suggested next
step to research as it was felt that students developed in this area as well. A feedback
survey was used at the end of the escape room experience and it exhibited a positive
theme with common words being “fun, innovative, engaging.” The authors have created a
framework for other professors to use to aid them in creating an escape room for their
classrooms in higher education. The framework consists of thinking about the potential
participants, the learning objectives, the theme, puzzles, needed equipment, and
evaluation. Each of these groups are then divided into more detailed subgroups. As
games can be dated back to the Predynastic burial tombs in Egypt, c. 3500 BC, games
have and continue to be an important aspect of human life and have been used for
centuries as a way to represent or simulate real life. A framework to create an educational
experience using an escape room is useful to be purposeful about design choices and
creation.
Guigon, G., Humeau, J., & Vermeulen, M. (2018, March). A Model to Design Learning Escape
Games: SEGAM. SCITEPRESS - Science and Technology Publications.
https://doi.org/10.5220/0006665501910197
Serous Escape Game Model or SEGAM was created to aid teachers and educational
designers in creating an educational escape room for a course. The model emphasizes
having participants move up a decided amount of levels, and having a clue for each level
that builds upon the clue from the previous level. The authors note that there are some
general environmental constraints to running escape rooms like available space and
scheduling rooms. The article includes tips on how to create an escape room to be done
in a certain amount of time and how to help the game be interesting and and motivating.
The authors suggest the use of a hook, diverse materials in the game, the ability of
players to gauge their advancement to ﬁnishing, having an end goal, and having enough
content to involve every member of the group. It is important to know how to create a
game that ﬁts within the allotted time and physical structure.
Gunter, G. A., Kenny, R. F., & Vick, E. H. (2008). Taking educational games seriously: using the
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RETAIN model to design endogenous fantasy into standalone educational games.
Educational Technology Research and Development, 56(5-6), 511-537.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11423-007-9073-2
A rubric created from Keller’s ARCS Model, Gagne’s Events of Instruction, Bloom’s
hierarchical structure for knowledge acquisition, and Piaget’s ideas on schema, can be
used to evaluate educational games. The RETAIN model stands for relevance,
embedding, transfer, adaptation, immersion, and naturalization. These elements can be
used in creating an educational game and also to evaluate how eﬀective it is. Following a
rubric and using researched methods for eﬀective learning can be used to create
meaningful educational experiences.
Monaghan, S., and Nicholson, S. (2017). Bringing escape room concepts to pathophysiology case
studies. HAPS Educator 21(2), 49-62
This article explains the development and use of an escape box, and escape room
variation, in a college classroom learning pathophysiology and diagnosis. They found that
using the escape game in the classroom provided an opportunity to use group and
team-based learning, it simulated a real-life event and felt very applicable to what the
students imagined themselves doing as a career. The students felt that they learned and
that it was a great review. An analysis of the game afterward detailed how "asking why"
things were a certain way in the game could have improved it even further. Designers
suggest doing many prototypes and having players test the room before use in the
classroom. The use of a portable box for an escape room can provide a way to use the
escape room at multiple locations.
Nicholson, S. (2016). Ask Why: Creating a Better Player Experience Through Environmental
Storytelling and Consistency in Escape Room Design. Paper presented at Meaningful Play
2016, Lansing, Michigan. Available online at http://scottnicholson.com/pubs/askwhy.pdf
Nicholson advices to ask why a puzzle is the way it is and how it relates to the escape
room as a whole. It is best if there is a consistent narrative and the players have choices.
High tech often means better, but it is more important to stay consistent and provide an
engaging story. There are many concepts to think about including meaningful play, fun,
obscuﬁcation, red herrings, surprises, meaningful challenges, storytelling. Be aware of
what might disconnect the player from being immersed in the experience. This paper is
designed to help creators create more consistent escape rooms. Data was collected by
working with game design students. Expert methods for how to connect a player to a
ﬁctional world and how to incorporate puzzles into a storyline are outlined along with how
to incorporate narrative and technology. Design methods are explained on how to create
meaningful challenges. The author explains how “asking why” can help a designer
provide a link to narrative and why puzzles are a certain way. A more consistent escape
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room gives a more impactful and meaningful experience and will help participants feel
involved and immersed.
Nicholson, S. (2018). Creating engaging escape rooms for the classroom. Childhood Education
94(1). 44-49.
Nicholson explores how educators can use escape room games in their classrooms, the
beneﬁts, and current educational tools to draw from. Nicholson sites BreakoutEDU, the
Dream Flight Adventure school in Venezuela, and other organizations that use escape
room games for educational purposes such as national parks and libraries. Nicholson
emphasizes the importance of narrative and using escape room games as a way to build
empathy and create an immersive experience, he warns about just using this method as a
way to check answers. He says to "make the players matter," and to "avoid the superﬁcial."
O’Reilly, K. (September 2016). Libraries on Lockdown: Escape rooms, a breakout trend in
youth programming. American Libraries. Retrieved from
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2016/09/01/escape-rooms-libraries-on-lockdown/
This magazine article Includes 4 tips to running an escape room at your library: 1. Consult
with a commercial escape room. 2. Brief your participants before they enter the room. 3.
Map out your clues. 4. Consider making your program portable. They set up their escape
room to be done in 15 minutes and had easy, medium, and hard options.
Rouse, W. (2017). Lessons Learned While Escaping From a Zombie: Designing a Breakout EDU
Game. History Teacher, 50, 553-564.
A history teacher engaged in many escape rooms created one for his class to introduce
several topics. He lays out a way to go about designing an escape room for your
classroom. He feels they are eﬀective and help kids learn. 1. The principles of good game
design are the same as the principles of good lesson plan design, begin with objectives.
2. Work backwards to design your puzzles. 3. scale the level of challenges in each
successive puzzle. 4. Test the game before playing it in your classroom. 5. Let your
students struggle. 6. Celebrate eﬀort and achievement. 7. Debrief. 8. help students reﬂect
on what they have learned. 9. You reﬂect on what worked and what did not. 10. Embrace
the challenge of the process of creating, testing and revising your game.
Design Approaches Summary/Synthesis
The design of the escape room followed the escapED framework, however, additional inspiration
was taken from other sources as well. EscapED is “a framework for creating educational escape
rooms and interactive games for higher/further education” (Clarke, et al., 2017). The escapED
framework is divided into 6 main areas that provide a “methodology for creating educational
escape rooms and interactive game solutions for learning and behavior change” (Clarke, et al.,
2017). The 6 areas are presented in a linear fashion, but the authors note that more case studies
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using the escapED framework are needed to ﬁgure out what paths designers actually take. I felt
that as I progressed it was sometimes necessary to make adjustments to sections I had
previously considered ﬁnished. The 6 areas are: participants, objectives, theme, puzzles,
equipment, evaluation.
The participants section included subsections of user type, time, diﬃculty, mode, and
scale. The objectives section included subsections of learning objectives, solo/multidisciplinary,
soft skills, problem solving. The theme section included subsections of escape mode, mystery
mode, narrative design, stand alone/nested. The puzzle section’s subheadings are puzzle design,
reﬂect learning objectives, instructionals/manuals, clues/hints. Equipment’s subheadings are
location/space design, physical props, technical props, actors. Evaluation’s subheadings are
testing, reﬂection, evaluate learning objectives, adjust, re-set. (Clarke, et al., 2017).
Another framework for creating educational escape rooms is the Serious Escape Game
Model or SEGAM (Guigon, Humeau, & Vermeulen, 2018). This model divides the game into
several levels or stages of game and suggests the creation of a riddle for each level. The solution
from that riddle, along with the riddle of the next level is used to progress to the next stage of the
game. The model suggests creating a hook for players to read before they enter the escape
room, a diversity of materials to be used during the escape game and a way for players to gauge
their progress during the game. While I used the main takeaways from this model, I did not follow
the layout of riddles and stages. This model also did not include a discernable step by step
process as did the escapED framework.
These were the only two design approaches I found that were speciﬁc to escape rooms.
Out of the two I feel the escapED framework was more comprehensive and comprehensible.
Also, the escapED framework closely resembles other design process standards I’ve seen
before.
Other ideas that were impactful on how the disaster escape room was designed is to brief
your participants before they enter the room (O’Reilly, 2016), and to debrief or reﬂect after the
activity (Rouse, 2017). Also, including a type of story or narrative (which is similar but an addition
to theme from the escapED framework) is suggested (Nicholson, 2018; Gunter, Kenny, & Vick,
2007). Another strategy suggested was to continue to “ask why” during the development of the
escape room to have the narrative and puzzles be more cohesive and to create a more
immersive and therefore impactful experience (Nicholson, 2016). Last, one of the most impactful
ideas was to have the escape room be portable (O’Reilly, 2016; Monaghan, & Nicholson, 2017).

Budget and Timeline
Budget
We did not have any funds for this project. All items for the escape room were purchased from
my own monies. The main expenses would be if I got paid (which I don’t) and would be the time
that I put in to creating the product and writing the project report. Volunteers are those who also
assist in running the escape room at expos and other events. While there were several
volunteers, they did not expect to be paid and will not be paid at future events, so their budget
was taken out for the ﬁnal project. Below is a table comparison of the expected budget and ﬁnal
budget for the Disaster Escape Room.
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Expected Budget

Final Budget

Diﬀerence

About 300 hours
of my time at $15
an hour

$4,500

About 340 hours
of my time at $15
an hour

$5,100

$600 more

Supplies for
escape room

$400

Supplies for
escape room

$565.22

$165.22 more

Total expenses

$4,900

Total expenses

$5665.22

$765.22 more

Overall, the Disaster Escape Room project was more expensive than planned. However,
the extra expenses came from trial and error to have the portable escape room ﬁt in just one box.
Also, additional printing costs came from changing and updating the design as we learned from
the prototypes.
Total Expenses breakdown
Lowes
2 Tool bags
$10.66
Home Depot
Lock
Lock
2 Tool boxes
$36.21
Home Depot
63 gallon chest
Toolbox
Lock
Clear container
Link
Lock
3 pack organizer
Lock
Lock
$140.96
Walmart
Coke
Dr. Pepper
First aid kit
Box
Batteries
Flashlight
Whistle
Duct tape

Juice
Granola bars
Lantern
$53.17
Amazon
Timer
$15.71
Oﬃce Depot
Full Adhesive sticky notes
$7.47
Neighborhood Walmart
Root Beer
Gallon Ziplocks
$3.38
BYU Cougar Creations
Printing
$13.97
Home Depot
Lock
$7.00
Walmart
Superglue
$3.06
BYU Cougar Creations
Printing
$12.91
Home Depot
Lock
Triple A batteries
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$21.33
BYU Cougar Creations
Printing
$1.15
Walmart
Lantern
Switch light
Speaker
$64.79
BYU Cougar Creations
Printing
Home Depot
Organizers
Small box
$47.95
Home Depot
Tool bag
Rolling box
55.61
Lowe’s
Black Zip ties
2.76
Expected Timeline
Test major prototype Sept 2018
Defend prospectus Dec 2018
Implement ﬁnal project March 2019
Finish documenting project Apr 2019
Defend project May 2019
Finish classes June 2019

$6.41
BYU Cougar Creations
Printing
$12.84
BYU Cougar Creations
Printing
$6.31
BYU Cougar Creations
Printing
$18.97
Cougar Creations
Printing
4.72
Cougar Creations
Printing
1.54
Cougar Creations
Printing manual
16.34
Total $565.22

Actual Timeline
Test major prototype Sept 2018
Defend Prospectus Dec 2018
Implement ﬁnal project Jan 2019
Finish documenting project Feb 2019
Defend project March 2019
Finish classes June 2019

The three highlighted lines indicate a change in the expected timeline. All changes were
results in ﬁnishing faster than expected.
Detailed Expected Kanban Timeline
Kanban is a Japanese scheduling tactic that uses a list format. Various adaptations of Kanban
timelines/lists are available through diﬀerent developers. Airtable was used to create the Kanban
list shown below.
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Everything was completed, tossed out as unnecessary, or changed to accommodate
better ideas. Below is a comparative Kanban list of the most important timeline action items. Not
all items from above are included in the list below, only items deemed the most important.
Highlights indicate a change from the expected Kanban list.
Expected Kanban List

Actual Kanban List

Describe escape room Design Process

Done through prototype description and using
escapED Framework.

Create detailed poster instructions

Changed to create detailed Instruction
manual.

Create instructional videos

Decided not necessary.

Weigh boxes

Done at BYU Print and Mail.

Find outside dimensions of boxes

Done using a measuring tape.

Edit narrative, ﬁnalize

Done by a editor friend who went through and
corrected any major grammar mistakes. Also
adapted narrative to ﬁt one box design.
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Make last step in escape room more apparent

Done by using a more prominent container,
numbered clues to show progress, and
speciﬁed on ﬁfth clue that there was one
more.

Create google links to all important
documents

Done, although, these links may not be
permanent, so a usb drive was also used.

Buy usb drive

Done, 16GB purchased and labeled.

Put documents on usb

Done, including instruction manual.

Run escape room using instructions

Done, and evaluated, deemed successful.

Write Project Report including Appendix

Done.

Create product walkthrough

Done by making a youtube video.

Conduct a self-determination theory survey

Done, survey created and given during
prototype 9, deemed successful.

Redesign escape room to ﬁt in one box

Done by purchasing additional items.

Take pictures of all escape box items for
executive summary and manual

Done at studio in BYU library.

Design Speciﬁcations
Designing for Learning, Motivation, and Engagement
Self-Determination Theory
Self-Determination Theory (SDT) is based on the notion that we as humans have a basic need for
competence, autonomy, and relatedness, are naturally curious, explore our physical
surroundings, and often internalize surrounding social practices (Ryan & Deci, 2016). Meeting our
basic human needs for competence, autonomy, and relatedness has been shown to increase
intrinsic motivation. SDT studies show that students who are intrinsically motivated outperform
those who are extrinsically motivated.
As these needs are met, increased intrinsic motivation can transfer to a more engaged
participant and informed person about emergency preparedness. It may also be important to
note that SDT applies to all social situations (Ryan & Deci, 2000), so while many of the research
articles referenced here focus on classroom settings, the same principles are believed to apply to
the DDC’s hands-on educational facilities.
Goal Pursuits
According to Self-Determination theory, how people pursue and attain goals depends on how
well those goals satisfy our deep psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and
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relatedness. While other theories of motivation stem from how well someone believes the action
will lead them to a desired goal, Deci and Ryan argue that the fulﬁllment of innate psychological
needs help determine our goals (2000). People might become more or less interested in an
action depending on how well it satisﬁes their needs. Fulﬁlling the needs of autonomy,
competence, and relatedness leads to higher intrinsic motivation which should lead to higher
goal attainment. Deci and Ryan give a continuum of motivation from amotivation to extrinsic
motivation to intrinsic motivation as shown in their table below. Understanding how to facilitate
goal creation and completion is necessary in educational settings and it is the goal of the DDC to
help others achieve their emergency preparedness goals.

Choice
Patall, Cooper, and Robinson, performed a meta-analysis of 41 studies on choice and found that
“providing choice enhanced intrinsic motivation, eﬀort, task performance, and perceived
competence” (2008). The Disaster Escape Room facilitates an end goal, but there are many
choices along the way. Participants are able to choose how they interact with the room, as they
complete diﬀerent steps they choose how much is relevant to them to complete and what their
particular needs are. For example, participants are given the opportunity to ﬁll our a family
communication plan card, they may choose which sections on the card are most relevant to them
to ﬁll out, and they choose together as a family near the house and neighborhood meeting
places. Participants choose how much of the escape room they do on their own, and how much
they involve the “friendly neighbor” who is available for hints and clues. Participants choose how
they work together as a group and interact with the storyline. Choice is highly necessary to
promote self-determination as “self-determination is the process of utilizing one’s will” (2008).
However, too many choices can result in “ego-depletion” which is where a person has engaged
in too many choices and is worn out (2008). The Disaster Escape Room seeks to provide choice,
but limits the experience to 20 minutes to help participants not experiment with every choice and
option, but seek to choose the most relevant paths to complete the escape room, thereby
avoiding ego-depletion.
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Example choices within the escape room
Participants choose to complete the family communication plan card before or during the
escape room. They also choose how much and which information to ﬁll out.
Participants choose to try to complete the escape room faster than the posted fastest
completion time from that event, or to use the full 20 minutes to explore.
Participants choose who controls the ﬂashlights and how many of the ﬂashlights they want to
use.
Participants choose to read the initial directions outloud or individually. They are also given an
opportunity for any questions to be answered.
During the escape room, participants choose how they work together to solve the puzzles.
Participants choose how much to involve the “friendly neighbor” who is available for clues,
hints, or to even come into the escape room to help with whatever is needed.
Participants choose what to discuss as a group or family about what they learned from the
escape room.
Participants can choose to have their picture taken at the end of the experience.
Participants choose from a variety of pamphlets and handouts to take home.

Autonomy-Supportive Rationale
For some, learning about disaster preparedness may not be interesting. Reeve, Jang, Hardre, and
Omura show that “hearing a rationale helps people transform the otherwise boring task into a
potentially more interesting one” (2002). If a rationale is given that does not use controlling
language and acknowledges negative feelings, perceived self-determination and engagement
increased. The example of an autonomy-supportive rationale given is about a conversational
Chinese lesson given to teachers. The rationale provided at the end of the directions was, “the
reason we are asking you to try hard is for the beneﬁt of all the Chinese-speaking students you
will one day very soon have in your classes.” Potential negative feelings were then addressed as,
“the information so far has been diﬃcult and at times frustrating. Still, we ask you to concentrate,
persevere, and try hard.”
An autonomy-supportive rationale was provided in the initial directions to participants
before they entered the escape room. The rationale given was, “While disaster preparedness
may not always be on your mind, we hope you try hard during this practice scenario to remember
the safety measures you will review. Solving puzzles can be diﬃcult sometimes, but do your best
and one day you may be your own hero!”
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Providing this rationale was to help encourage those who may not ﬁnd disaster
preparedness interesting, but still provide motivation for participants to stay engaged.

Summary of how an Autonomy-Supportive Rationale was used in the Disaster Escape Room
During the initial directions the following autonomy-supportive rationale was provided: “While
disaster preparedness may not always be on your mind, we hope you try hard during this
practice scenario to remember the safety measures you will review. Solving puzzles can be
diﬃcult sometimes, but do your best and one day you may be your own hero!”
Facilitating Internalization
Internalization, within Self-Determination theory, can be through introjection or integration.
Introjection refers to internally controlling regulation where a person performs a seemingly boring
task because they have built a type of parental control within themselves and then receive
approval from performing the task from their imagined parental control, it is also described as “a
pressured demanding of oneself” (Deci, Eghrari, Patrick, and Leone, 1994).
Integration is the superior form of internalization where “the person identiﬁes with the
value of an activity and accepts full responsibility for doing it” (1994). Deci, Eghrari, Patrick, and
Leone’s study supported the hypothesis that “three facilitating contextual factors--namely,
providing a meaningful rationale, acknowledging the behaver’s feelings, and conveying
choice--promote internalization” (1994). Additionally, when the context supports
self-determination (through autonomy, competence, and relatedness) introjection tends to occur.
The Disaster Escape Room used a meaningful rationale which acknowledges potential
behaver’s feelings, and provides a multitude of choices for how to go about experimenting within
the escape room. Their study showed that at least two of the three are needed for introjection,
the escape room used all three of the contextual factors to provide an optimum space for
self-determination and introjection to occur.
Emergency preparedness is an important and useful task, but may not be interesting to
everyone. However, this activity promotes a participants to value what they are learning and take
on responsibility for doing it. While we cannot force anyone to become prepared for a disaster,
we can provide the optimum context for them to feel like they can and should prepare. The
ultimate goal is to promote internalization through integration which builds from providing a
meaningful rationale, acknowledging the behaver’s feelings, and conveying choice.
The ultimate goal is to promote internalization through integration which builds from
providing a meaningful rationale, acknowledging the behaver’s feelings, and conveying
choice.
Promote
Internalization

Integration

Provide a meaningful
rationale

An
autonomy-supportive
rationale is provided.

Acknowledging the

Within the beginning
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behaver’s feelings

instructions and
within the
autonomy-supportive
rationale and
participants feelings
are acknowledged.
Participants feelings
are also
acknowledged during
the debrief/reﬂection
period as needed.

Conveying choice

The escape room
provides a myriad of
choices and ways to
participate.

Autonomy Support and Structure
The goal of the DDC was to implement an activity that used moderate structure. Moderate
structure is where there is structure, but not controlling structure, there is room to explore and
experiment. As explained by Jang, Reeve, and Deci, “It is only with moderate structure--some
supervision but not totalitarian supervision--that students learn both prerequisite skills and the
experience of personal causation that promotes engagement (Jang, Reeve, Deci (2010). The goal
of the escape room was to provide both autonomy support and structure in a way to create
moderate structure for the optimal engaging experience.
Jang, Reeve, and Deci provide the following suggestions on how to provide the right
amount of autonomy support and structure:
“For the provision of autonomy support, we suggest that teachers might want to initiate
learning activities by involving students’ inner motivational resources, communicating in
noncontrolling and informational ways and acknowledging students’ perspectives and negative
feelings when motivational and behavioral problems arise. For the provision of structure, we
suggest that teachers might want to initiate learning activities by oﬀering clear and detailed
expectations and instructions, oﬀering helpful guidance and scaﬀolding as students try to proﬁt
from the lesson, and providing feedback to enhance perceptions of competence and perceived
personal control during a reﬂective postperformance period.”
These suggestions can also be viewed in contrast to non supportive and controlling
environments in the two rating tables below (Deci, Jang, and Reeve, 2010).
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The following table shows how the escape room was guided by autonomy support and structure
in each of the categories shown in the previous two rating tables.
Rating Scale
Topic

Rating Scale
Explanation

How used in DDC project/Escape Room

Nurtures Inner
Motivational
Resources

Interest,
Enjoyment,
Sense of
Challenge,
Creates
Opportunities
for Initiative

The idea to use an educational escape room stems from
the desire to use inner motivational resources. Escape
rooms tend to be interesting, enjoyable, provide a sense
of challenge, and create opportunities for participants to
take initiative and practice working as a team. The escape
room was designed to be an exciting and enjoyable
experience. Surveys were given during several prototype
phases to make sure participants enjoyed doing the
escape room, felt engaged, and motivated to do well.

Informational
Language

Informational,
Flexible,
Provides
Choices,
Options,
Identiﬁes
Value,
Meaning,
Use, Beneﬁt,
Importance
of Requests

The directions to the escape room are informational,
provide participants ﬂexibility to interact with the room
how they choose, and have choices available for them to
decide how they work together to ﬁnish the escape room.
There are many options available for participants to
experiment with as they work to solve the puzzles. The
narrative to the escape room provides personal value and
meaning to the experience as participants see the
personal beneﬁt and importance of trying hard and
learning from the escape room. The information is shown
to be valuable to sustaining life and information is given on
how to use the knowledge in their personal life. There is
no controlling language that pressures participants to
participate in a particular way. Information is given that can
be adapted and used according to personal need.
Information is not presented using “should, must, have to,
or got to.”

Acknowledges &
Accepts Students’
Negative Aﬀect

Listens
Carefully,
Openly,
Understandin
gly, Accepts
Negative
Aﬀect,
Complaints
are OK

The initial directions provides an autonomy-supportive
rationale which acknowledges possible negative aﬀects.
Volunteers are instructed to be a “friendly neighbor”
accessible through a walkie talkie while participants are in
the escape room. The “friendly neighbor” listens carefully
and helps as needed. The “friendly neighbor” can relate
that the escape room can be diﬃcult and listens to any
comments, suggestions, or complaints that participants
may have.

Clear,
Understandable,
Explicit, Detailed

“What to do”
is Clear, Well
Organized,

The directions were tested and adapted through nine
diﬀerent prototypes to make sure they were clear, well
organized, and participants felt they knew what to do. The
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Directions

Frames
Upcoming
Lesson Well

timer is also not started till participants have read the
directions and had an opportunity to ask any questions
before they begin. Waiting to start the timer ensures
participants read the directions carefully and feel
comfortable with how to participate in the escape room.

Strong Guidance

Much
Guidance,
Leadership,
Clear Action
Plan, Clear
Goal, Many
Control-Estab
lishing Hints

Participants are able to receive as much help as they need
to complete the escape room. There is a clear goal of
escaping from the escape room and hints are provided as
needed. Clues are designed to give clear next step
directives and have changed and adapted through the
prototypes to become as clear as possible without giving
away solutions to the puzzles. Clues have been marked as
Clue 1 of 6 and so on so participants can receive guidance
on their advancement through the puzzles and be clear on
how much further they have to go.

Feedback:
Skill-Building
Instructive

Constructive,
Informative,
CompetenceRelevant
Information

The escape room is designed to give natural feedback,
meaning, that participants are able to know if they solved
a puzzle correctly without an instructor telling them they
have done so. This is because the next step is revealed to
them as they solve the sequential puzzles and a new clue
is literally opened up from a locked box/bag. Participants
are able to perceive their own competence as they receive
relevant information from the experience that lets them
know they are able to move to the next step.

Summary of Autonomy Support and Structure used in the Disaster Escape Room Design
The escape room nurtures inner motivational resources, uses informational language,
acknowledges and accepts students negative aﬀect, provides clear directions, gives strong
guidance, and delivers natural feedback.
EscapED Framework
EscapED is “a framework for creating educational escape rooms and interactive games for
higher/further education” (Clarke, et al., 2017). The escapED framework is divided into six main
areas that provide a “methodology for creating educational escape rooms and interactive game
solutions for learning and behavior change” (Clarke, et al., 2017). The six areas are: participants,
objectives, theme, puzzles, equipment, evaluation. Each of these sections have subheadings to
guide educational escape room creation.
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escapED Framework
Participants

Objectives

User type

All, family friendly, determined by learner analysis (see
appendix).

Time

20 minutes

Diﬃculty

Easy, fastest time posted for those wanting a more competitive
vibe.

Mode

Cooperation based

Scale

Designed for 2-4 players

Learning
objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.

Practice drop, cover, and hold on (for earthquake safety)
Identify useful items for a disaster supply kit
Identify safe water storage
Decide on an outside the home and neighborhood
meeting place
5. Create a hard copy list of important contacts

Solo/multidis Solo discipline, disaster preparedness
ciplinary

Theme

Puzzles

Soft skills

Teamwork, communication, leadership, cooperation,
decision-making

Problem
solving

Used a range of challenges to appeal to diﬀerent learner types.

Escape
mode

Escape basement, ﬁnd last clue that directs participants to the
ﬂag (debrief room).

Mystery
mode

N/A

Narrative
Design

Participants are trapped in their parents basement after an
earthquake, they must gather supplies and meet up with their
family.

Stand-alone/
Nested

Stand-alone, the disaster escape room is a one time experience.

Puzzle
Design

Physical movement, ﬁnding, identifying, personal deciding
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Equipment

Evaluation

Reﬂect
Learning
Objectives

Puzzles are based on learning objectives. Each of the ﬁve
learning objective are preceded by a clue, the sixth clue is a
summary of learning objectives.

Instructions/
Manuals

Instructions are given to groups before they enter the escape
room through a narrative they read aloud. Any questions are
then answered before the escape room begins and questions
can be asked during the experience as well. A manual is
provided for volunteers to run the escape room.

Clues/Hints

Clues and hints are provided via the “friendly neighbor” through
a walkie talkie.

Location/Sp
ace

Escape room is able to adapt to various spaces.

Physical
props

Physical props are used, real-life disaster kit items are used and
actual water for the water storage.

Technical
props

A smartphone is often used to complete one of the steps in the
escape room.

Actors

A “friendly neighbor” is part of the escape room to provide clues
and hints as needed.

Testing

Escape room has gone through 10 diﬀerent prototypes at
various stages and locations.

Reﬂection

Participants have provided survey answers and provided verbal
feedback to improve the escape room.

Evaluate
Learning
Objectives

A survey was given to see if participants felt they learned about
the ﬁve learning objectives, learning objectives were narrowed
down as needed.

Re-Set

A re-set sheet was created as a guide to help volunteers re-set
the escape room.
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Design Representations/Prototypes
Conceptual Outlines for Escape Room
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Original Design Idea
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Prototype 1 with one sibling Sept. 5 2018
● Escape room idea in place, but did not have all physical materials, had to just talk to
describe some aspects of the escape room.
● Participant needed help to reset red directional lock.
Prototype 2 at DDC board meeting Sept. 6 2018
● Took DDC board through the escape room idea and steps of the escape room as I had
designed it thus far.
● Nothing major noted to change as the idea was still forming.
Prototype 3 at home with siblings Sept. 13 2018
Things to change based on observations and surveys
● Have 2 diﬀerent lanyards for ﬁrst set of keys so they don’t think once they’ve used one
key they forget there is 2 keys.
● Pick a new map because people will be closer to the U and may not like seeing the BYU
stadium.
● Fix grammar and content in some yellow paper clues
● Have bigger font on yellow paper clues
● They really liked having the full yellow paper, made it easy and consistent to look at.
● Put bag boxes in last box so not having to look and see which lock they need to open
next, this will just help the game go a bit faster and we want everyone to ﬁnish on time.
● Don’t put an emergency item in with ﬁrst box, it seems they take it out and then forget
they have it and don’t recognize it as one of the clues.
● Double clarify that you don’t need to add bleach, some people just read the pamphlet fast
and it does say to use bleach to sanitize the bottles.
● Maybe do contacts before or later or just have them do one because most people wanted
to hurry.
● Emphasize to analyze the items before putting them in the bag so they don’t just put
items in bag and then don’t know what to do next.
● Might want good lighting cause it’s just more pleasant and easier.
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Images from prototype 3

Prototype 4 UVU Expo
Things to change based on observations and surveys
● Create sheet to collect data, group size, male female, completion time, type of group,
couples, families.
● Put sign up for fastest time, best escape time.
● Make stickers bigger on emergency supplies.
● Make everything in spanish too, clues, surveys
● Clarify all steps for water
● Add supplies that don’t ﬁt
● Add additional supplies
● Maybe change directional lock to only a few, maybe 3, but still include other supplies
without stickers.
● About 10 or more groups went through
● All completed within 10-17 minutes, those who did it faster cause ﬁlled out em contact
card before and studied water pamphlet.
● From what I have recorded, 16 mins, 16:07, 10, 17, 10, 17 ish were the minutes of completion
● Did not have time to really do reﬂection session after
● People were sometimes in random groups with other people, they usually did not like this.
Hard to specify what time for people to come back because times varied. Did not have
darkness so had to specify to people beforehand. Had to help some people with the red
directional lock. Good to have table for them to be doing something while they waited.
Maybe have list of all things they need to learn, personal checklist.
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●
●

●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●

Did not have actual ﬂagpole or sectioned oﬀ space. Behind curtain which was good.
Thinking will need one person to manage times and standbys and people at table. 1 to
introduce escape room and be on the walkie talkie and do debrief, to take pictures and
give surveys, 1 to put things back together. A person to write down stats like completion
time etc.
Didn't have big advertising sign, would have been cooler to have one. Made a small one.
So many people wanted to participate, should keep track of how many we had to turn
away. Not everyone got to participate who wanted to.
Everyone completed within expected time. Although, many people are on the go and so
do not want to sit and reﬂect.
Thinking maybe change survey question about which they learned more about, think
more speciﬁcally about that survey and what we want to know so we know how to make it
better.
Did learner analysis with some families. They really enjoyed it and loved being together
as a family and having a fun way to help their children learn stuﬀ and get kids excited to
do this stuﬀ later as a fam to prepare.
Need things like more pens, scissors, tape, remember to bring
Create list of what to bring.
Water box was on ground, put on top.
Put in prospectus in what kind of space it functions best, and what space is still functional
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Images from prototype 4

Prototype 5 at Mountain America Expo Center in Sandy Sept. 28-29
Things to change based on observations and surveys
● Create a cooler big sign, although, we were fully booked, so we were not needing to
attract more people.
● Have people take a pic with the blue board whiteboard of their time instead of just those
with the fastest time.
● A good debrief item was talking about how much faster it could have been if everything
was already ready and was easy to get to.
● The teens loved the walkie talkie. Talking to the neighbor was part of the fun, not always
for hints.
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Change clues to hints on document so they don’t feel like they have to talk to the
neighbor to get the next clue.
Some were confused about the map and thought that they were done even though they
had one bag left.
So many old people said they didn’t want to do it cause they thought they would die,
haha, cause they wouldn’t be able to escape.
Maybe have a big checklist thing so they could see the 5 things they were learning and
know for sure when they were done.
Add a notes section to data sheet and maybe also which if any locks people had trouble
with.
If people had trouble, it was usually with the red directional lock.
Many people wondered if I could come to their kids bday party and set this up
Other teachers wondered if I could come to their classroom
We got invited to another safety expo in herriman. People overall really liked it
Could hear parents having a cool opportunity to teach their children.
From watching videos - use last clue to talk about what learned

Images from prototype 5
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Video from prototype 5
https://photos.app.goo.gl/RueCkhQzzyNarg8m7
https://photos.app.goo.gl/j1cc7YK2saPbJmjs8
https://photos.app.goo.gl/JiPiagao3nuvkCoV8
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https://photos.app.goo.gl/UsHQZc8pJLDD4UcH9
https://photos.app.goo.gl/AKe7B9AKo5LwtBxk6
Prototype 6 with Young Women Oct. 10 2018
Things to change based on observations and surveys
● Add a water pamphlet to the lid of the water bin. Laminate water pamphlet.
● They loved it being dark. The ﬂashlights worked well.
Picture from prototype 6

Video from prototype 6
https://photos.app.goo.gl/fQDHJQ75JNRe3xJK8
Prototype 7 at Herriman City Hall Nov. 3 2018
Instruction manual prototype
● Too much cognitive load (didn’t know where to start on poster)
● Needs a starting point
● Maybe list objectives and have a table of contents
● Maybe make videos and have qr codes on instructions
● Need good visuals, can adapt from visuals
● A more step by step process, streamline
● Specify that box one needs to be in a corner as per the narrative states
● Add to water pamphlet that milk bacteria can make you sick
● Capitalize NOT in narrative to help mind pause
March 29, 2019
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Maybe give people headlamps to wear, or something to be in costume
Specify need 3 tables, escape room, booth table, and debrief materials.
In example setup, specify that the other boxes are in box 2
Include in transport the big banner and maybe get fabric to make temporary walls
Figure out dimensions
Make pipe and drape walls
Give time estimates for setup, and for each section, like how long ﬁll out card, etc. debrief
Kids were really motivated to learn about water storage because told it would help them
do escape room faster.
Change box to bag in narrative
Think about deleting last step in escape room, or adding to previous, or put a more major
box to get into.

Pictures from prototype 7
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Prototype 8 at ward emergency preparedness meeting
● Young adults especially have no problem solving this escape room quickly.
● Ward decided to duplicate escape room 4 times for a ward activity.
Images from prototype 8
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Prototype 9 in BYU David O. McKay basement Jan. 18 2019
● Could ask if experienced groups would like to have timer set to only 10 minutes as most
students were able to ﬁnish quite quickly.
● Was done to collect data for the SDT survey.
Images from prototype 9
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Prototype 10 manual and volunteer evaluation Jan. 26 2019
● Make a few updates to manual
● Overall really good
● See evaluation section for details.

Implementation Instruments
I have created instructions so after I leave the DDC board, a volunteer will be able to transport,
run, and takedown the escape room.
Instruction Manual
The Instructional manual is uploaded separately. The instruction manual was evaluated (see
evaluation Instruments section) and deemed satisfactory by the DDC board.
Everything I create for the escape room is sized so it can ﬁt in a normal sized car. Set up is
designed to be as minimal as possible. This escape room is an opt-in experience. There will be
no advertised rewards for completing the escape room except to learn about disaster
preparedness. It is designed so that an intrinsic motivation should be the push to participate. The
escape room would be a separate space so that participants do not feel watched, monitored, or
pressured to act in a certain way. Directions would be given beforehand so that participants are
clear on what their mission is, how to ask for hints, and given permission to explore freely. There
will also be an autonomy-supportive rationale given during the instructions to give importance to
trying hard as learning about disaster preparedness could be lifesaving and relating to the
participants that there may be moments of frustration and that’s ok. There will be a speciﬁc time
limit so as to have the escape room be a successful, but challenging experience. The fastest time
will be posted so participants wanting an extra challenge can push themselves. There will be
choices of individual responsibilities, such as someone to be in charge of important equipment
such as ﬂashlights and backpacks that are used during the sequence. As participants solve the
escape room puzzles, they will naturally experience a sense of completion and competence as
they have immediate feedback if a puzzle was solved or not. There will be limited distractions so
as to not bring about choice fatigue. Extra props included will seek to only add to the theme of
disaster preparedness. While it is hoped that all who participate will ﬁnish the escape room,
participants will be aware that they can leave at any moment and are welcome to come back
another time.
To run smoothly every half hour it seems best to have three people run the escape room
at large events, and two at smaller events. However, one person could run it if you only ran the
escape room every hour, or just as it was ready without a sign up. One person stays at the front
table and helps people sign up. They also have those waiting ﬁll out an emergency contact/family
communication plan as they wait as this will facilitate their progress through the escape room if
they have that done already. They also direct those waiting to study the water pamphlet as the
more they know about safe and proper water storage the faster they will be able to solve the
puzzles in the escape room. This also helps participants learn and be able to remember what
they learned. This person can also manage the people that are waiting on standby incase
someone does not show up for their spot. The next person to run the escape room will introduce
March 29, 2019
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the participants to the escape room, helping them get in the mood, give them the introduction to
read and explain the ﬁrst clue. They can also answer any questions people may have and help
them understand what an escape room is if they haven’t been in one before. This person will
remain attentive to those in the escape room as they listen on the walkie talkie as the helpful
neighbor in case the participants have any questions or need any clues. This person can also
remain at the front desk and help as needed. Once the participants ﬁnish the escape room, this
person will quickly put the escape room back together. The third person will meet the participants
after the escape room and debrief with them, take a picture if they want, and issue a survey if it is
a prototype, orif the DDC wants one done. In this manner, the escape room can run very
eﬃciently and be run every half hour.
Summary of how escape room exempliﬁes Self-Determination Theory while implemented
properly
Autonomy
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Explore a new space without
someone watching.
Make own decisions on how
to solve puzzles, which ideas
to try, and which puzzles they
work on.
Many choices available, but
not an overwhelming amount.
An ability to ask for help as
needed.
An autonomy-supportive
rationale given.
Structure in place with clear
directions.
Allowing participants to talk
with each other.
Provide a meaningful learning
goal.

Competence
●

●
●
●

●
●

Immediate progressive
and natural feedback
provided.
Solving puzzles within a
challenging time frame.
Feeling more prepared for
disasters.
Knowledge of how to
better prepare yourself
and your family that night.
Making meaningful
choices fuels competence.
Post Performance
reﬂection.

Relatedness
●
●
●

●

Naturally social
environment.
Work together as a team.
Utilize your strengths and
beneﬁt from others’
strengths.
Appeals to a variety of
ages and group types.

Evaluation Instruments
We used formative and summative evaluation to help create and evaluate the escape room in 3
main standards: 1) Did participants enjoy the escape room based on the assessment survey. 2)
How well did the escape room support self-determination. 3) The ease of a volunteer to transport,
set up, and run the escape room.
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General Survey
The ﬁrst standard, did participants enjoy the escape room based on the assessment survey, was
collected through the general survey and shown in a graph generated from the google form. We
counted success as having 95% or more rate the escape room an 8, 9, or 10 out of a 1-10 point
scale. Below are 3 graphs of data from our 3 prototypes where we gave the general survey.
Below is the general survey given.
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General Survey Results

Prototype done in my living room for my siblings. We had 100% within a rating of 8-10. We had
100% completion within 20 minutes and the transport and setup was very easy.

Prototype done at the UVU expo prototype 4. We had 89% between 8-10. We had 100%
completion within 20 minutes and the transport and setup was very easy. At this expo we did not
meet our goal of having 95% of participants rate us at an 8 or above. Based on survey data the
groups who rated us lower did the escape room with another group they did not know and did
not enjoy the experience as much as they felt they would if they participated with just their own
group.
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Prototype done at the Sandy Expo prototype 5. We had 98% between 8-10. 84% completion
within the 20 minutes and transport and setup was very easy.
As the escape room is an informal learning opportunity, there was no formal assessment to see if
participants had mastered the desired educational objectives. There was an informal assessment
given during the general survey to determine if participants felt they have learned about the 5
aspects of emergency preparedness the escape room focuses on. All ﬁve learning objectives
were mentioned on the whole, with learning about water storage the most memorable part of the
escape room. Participants were also able to write in answers to what they felt they learned.
Results shown below are from prototype 3, 4, and 5 respectively.
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The last part of the general survey provided a space for participants to write down what they
liked and suggested changes for the escape room. Below are the positive results from prototype
3, 4, and 5 respectively, followed by the suggested changes from prototypes 3, 4, and 5
respectively.
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Self-Determination Survey
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Self-Determination Theory Results
There are some question numbers missing as those questions were taken out of the survey
before it was given so there was no data collected on those questions.
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With 0 being zero use of Self-Determination Theory and 6 being the highest possible use of
Self-Determination Theory through experiences that promote autonomy, competence, and
relatedness, the escape room scored a 5.28.
The lowest score was a 3.58 with the question: I felt like it was challenging to ﬁnish the
escape room within the allotted 20 minutes, but not too overwhelming. All participants during the
event ﬁnished the escape room in under 16 minutes, with many ﬁnishing below 11 minutes.
Further analysis of the question showed that likely most participants felt like they did not need
the full 20 minutes and so therefore were not challenged. The fastest time for the event was
posted and many groups wanted to beat that time. Also, all students who participated in this
event were BYU students or professors, many who had previous experience with escape rooms.
While the 3.58 is still calculated into the average, we decided to not shorten the original escape
room timer as many groups at other events needed almost the full time.
Volunteer setup evaluation
The volunteer setup evaluation was administered during prototype 10. The escape room was run
by a volunteer using the manual and was evaluated on how well the escape room experience
went and how conﬁdent the volunteer felt running the escape room. The evaluation took place in
three parts, before, during, and after the escape room event. Setup of the escape room, running
the escape room, and the ability to pack up the escape room were the general aspects
evaluated. The volunteer was successful in running the escape room and the instruction manual
was deemed able to successfully help other volunteers in the future with a few minor
adjustments.
Volunteer setup evaluation results
The volunteer was successful in every aspect of the evaluation except for one instance where the
volunteer could not indicate one answer to the evaluation as the opportunity to assist those in
the escape room through the walkie talkie was not needed for that event. Below is the survey
and results.
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